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The Pxirpose of the Paper *
Centuries ago Deirdre died for love; today she lives
becjause of it. She transcends all ages, and her immortal-
ity motivates this paper. Deirdre, an enduring verity, sym-
bolizes the longings of the spirit, the beauty in sorrow,
and the inevitableness of destiny. 3he has universal appeal,
and authors of all ages since she lived have felt this. Many
powerful and beautiful treatments of her life have been writ-
ten, and it is my purpose to show the different styles and
the advanced social contributions and philosophic theories
that the later authors introduce.
The Critical attitude Used In This Paper .
My attitude in criticising the stories is not to be
dogmatic or impressionistic. In other words, I am not going
to assume more importance than the authors, and I am not
going to use the yard-stick measurement. But my attitude is
to be at the same time historical and modern; that is, I shall




and the presentations of the social order; at the same
time my criticism will be modern, for it will deal with the
authors' purposes and their success in accomplishing it.
The Necessity of Appreciating the Object of Celtic Poetry .
To appreciate the degree of success of any author treat
ing Deirdre
.
"one must understand the primary object of Celtic
poetry, although it is not entirely that of modern art, its
object is to depict the permanent things of life in terms of
' «
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2simple or universal experience; and modem art often aims at
elaboration or elegance for its own sake. The only real dig-
1 .
nity in Celtic poetry is moral and not material." The Celt
stresses the ideaJi and spirit and not the form; in these lie
the beauty implicit in his literature. "To this day it re-
mains the characteristic of those writers whom we call dis-
tinctly Celtic, that they live by their imagination rather than
by their intellect, and v4io shall say where vision ends and
credulity begins? Perhaps the Celt is right in regarding doubt
as an intellectual limit beyond vdiich he dares not, or does not
2 .
care to, tread." The Celts' literature has always been a
stream apart; it combines spiritual intuition, creative imagina-
tion, an expression of nobler and deeper emotions, which might
be the epitome of pure reason.
Most of the Irish legends give us infinite wealth in
their faithful pictures of the ancient civilization of the Celts.
They fill a long-regretted lacuna with an understanding of
primitive Ireland. Indeed, since they are Irish literature,
\flhich is the keystone to the arch of the Celtic world, they give
a picture of Pagan life over a large portion of Europe. "The
only means of viewing a great part of Europe, without the sagas
of Ireland, would be through the eyes of the Greeks and the Ro-
mans; it is to be remembered that through their eyes all other
nations were barbarians. To know and appreciate the feelings,
customs, habits, and mode of living of the races who possessed
such a large part of the ancient world one can not do better
1. A Letter Sidney Gunn.
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*iadJO XI© 39’'4e 'i laxiJ d^oidJ d ©dJ boiedaieme'x ©d oJ ai ui ;aanE
.ssiXiil©©! adJ ei ^ioaiqq© JfiUB w oai oT . fecuixiudiad eiew eaoUmi
t
itoeaaaeoq odw aeoai ©dJ lo igalvll lo oixio* Ian ,bJJidn£i ,8cioJ axe
leJJed ob Jofi lusv sno iXiow diioioaxi 9dJ lo Ji^q n doxie
.nmjv ^oatii. t JJeJ * .1





than to a study one or more of these ancient sagas.” Each
tale grows from historic roots and develops from fact.
One of the most important of these legends is
Deirdre
.
or the Jf^ate of the Children of Usnach . This be-
longs to what is called the Heroic Cycle, which includes
stories of Irish heroes within a more definite space of time
£ind place than the Liythological Gycle^ ”^ough it does not
come so far short of it that it can be with any certainty
2 .
rejected as pure work of imagination or poetic fiction.”
Events in the lives of the characters are well motivated, and
their probability is not questioned. The fibre of Deirdre
is deep entwined in the soil of Ireland. The story could
not have happened anywhere or anytime, as it depicts a civ-
ilization in Ireland about the first century. The several
different trecitments are at the same time similar and dis-
similar. Although each author interprets the skeins through
the lens of his own temperament, the similarities are
inevitable
.
A Discussion of a Translation of the Legend.
In order that the reader can come into coincident
feeling with the true Celtic temperament and philosophy I
shall give my own version of a condensed literal translation
of much of a manuscript found in the Belfast Museum. ”It was
copied at the end of the last or beginning of the present
1. Literary History of Ireland - Douglas Hyde,
2 .
p.253









jnyiorLe eeerfj to worj io sito '^iJi/iJ'8 ji oJ ir<cidJ
xoTii eqcl&'f&JQ i}£ij^ bJooi uxioJelri jno'i’i ewoi^ ^laJ
ei ehno^dX est^dif lo Jni!J''iOC£inl j sora exiJ Ic enO
-erf ci/IT . iiiGiiiiQCJ 'to n^l^fe£JlnP e;lJ- to erfjb\ urU io .
• siOjjO^Ioni Aoxiiw’ ,©Xc^c^ oX o*£gH erf " hoILbo ei J t,-xi\~ ot ss^cl
eai* Jo oojaqa oJlui'i'ei) o'xom b nlriX l^^-HeorLon delrl Jo soliorfe
iron -.ooh sti ilr^ifor^'’ ,eXo\;L oon^q bna
’^Lit^^ioo ^itJB xiJlw srf neo ti rfxtriJ Ji ^o Jioxla ’ijn'l oe t«nou
• v4
’’.n'vI.toXl oXJ-£)Oq io ho-X^r anXi^arai Xo zL'xov eiuq as. ijt-oe^t'i
fcCjsi
,
tOo'xr’rX.rotn XX!?i^ O'la B'ldJojo'lxsrfo yflrf *10 aavii fe*iir, nX 8Xaov.ri
Q-x X ovi Xo y'lrfXX oifi' .XonoXXesup rf'oa si v.irXil rfauo'iq 'xiorfrf’
LXt'oo ^-xorfa .a/lT .JbaeidTl Xo iXo3 dxlX nl X'^niwXn© qoob fei
-Viu ij oiqoX) Ji 8H
,
9n.XX-^kUi lO oiariJn^je Paueqqaci dvjiri rfon
lxi*£f^7S'a $xrr .'{'iif.’nfco rf0T*.’i ert iTiforfii biu^l&’il ni lioXvfisili
-ai6 X»*ii? tjjXXffiXB emXir e*ru;8 exiX iTa eiij exasiT.? -ioax JneT^iiiX
d^/OTrfX 8aX?3ie erU ex 9iq'io..xii *iOiiiis.ss nogee .iniXmie
eie By Xj i^nlXiaX 3 orir
,
JnoanieqaiBrf' CP/.'O Bin lo enol oxlJ
. eirfxij iv&ux
. JpgejieJ. odl lo no io til axi^il n lo floXfeuoofciC. ^
u rreJbionioo oJaX onioo neo letutOT ydJ xati; it l*xo nl
1 vrfqosoXXriq xtfia JnofflaiwqmeX cXJXeO emrf edX rfrf iw '^niioel
ao i 1.^.1 sfl^sirf InioXli bofcfteiiaoo a lo noi£iX>*v awo ovl'pi iindu
B8V. Jl” .nasBUii j’Bi.lifd. ©dx nX i>nnol Jqiioenaigii n io doucn lo
Xa{^i3o*iq Oftr lo ;saiiix?X:^sci ao X3 X orfi lo Xn© edrf Xelqo.
c.g; . 1 ,31'^ aalsaoCL - Xai-Jo-xI io i^'^oxslH .a
4century (l9th) "by a scribe, from a copy which must have been
fairly old to judge from the language and from the glosses
1 .
in the margin.”
Once upon a time King Conor and the nobles of the Red
Branch went to feast in the house of Reidhlim, the king's prin-
cipal story-teller. The King and the people were merry and
light-hearted eating the feast, with the gentle music of the
musicians, the melody of bards and ollavs, with the delight of
the speech and ancient tales of the sagas, and with the prog-
nostications of the druids and those who numbered the moon and
the stars. It chanced that i’eidhlim's wife bore him a daughter
at this time. The gentle Gathfaidh, the head-druid of Erin,
rose, and with a bundle of fairy books in his left hand went
to the border of the rath to observe the clouds, the position
of the stars, and the age of the moon in order to prognosticate
about the fate of the child. He quickly returned, telling that
war and great calamities would come to the province of Ulster
because of the girl born there. The nobles of Ulster and the
heroes of the Red Branch decided to slay her without delay.
"Let it not be done," said the King; "it is not
laudable to fight against fate, and woe to him who would destroy
an innocent infant, for agreeable is the appearance and the
laugh of the child. 1 still submit to the omen of the
prophecies and foretellings of the seers, but yet I do not sub-
mit to, nor do I praise, the committing of a base deed in the
hope of quenching the anger of the power of the elements. If
it be fate which is not possible to avoid, give ye, each of you







iic-otf svarf Jauw doldvi xq^oo a raoii .adliob a 'id (liJ'tl) ^xr^aao
8888oi3 arid mo'xl Jbrw moT'i 98 £)Xf(, oJ l)Xo
.X .
".uXS'iam dri^ nX
JbeH eiiX eeldofi' adx Xaa loaoO 3cili emXJ a noqa eonO
-niiq e'^fiid 9dJ ,mlXribx©'i ^o eaxjori 3/iX nl jb;.©! od ^new rioiiaifi
£>ua X'X’iem e‘i&\v olqoeq adX Xoa Srtlli edT .TOlIdX-'^io?
b
laqio
oiiJ 'to oisjim 9Xdu93 eriX dJiw ,Jsael exlX ^fiiXas dsXiaeil-v/ii-sjlX
xC XdgiXoX) ©dJ iirxw ,avaiXo Xna BJbiacf lo ^oXsm ©riJ •, ocialoiei/m
-^O'lq sftd dir iv/ qan
,
sagas ©liX lo aeiad Jneioaa Joua rioooqe eriJ
Xna nooin ©riJ Xe’isdraufi odw esortX Laa BJDXxf'iir erid lo eaoiJauxjeofl
dodrigaaX a eld eiod ellw a 'irlXdXxe'ii. ladJ lecnado Jl .aiaJs ©dx
,ni*d’- lo dljoid-daod ado .doialrilaO aiinog edT .©axJ el rid Ja
dn&w triad dldX aid r*i sjtood lo elbaud a ddlw dna ,eeoi
flclilBOq 9dJ .atjjolo odd ©v-ioedo od ddai add lo loiiod odd od
©daold eongoiq od loXio ai noocc oxid lo ©ga edd fcna ,eiad 8 odd lo
do.dd gulIXed ,dafn:i/d 8i ’^X^ioidp oK ,Mxdo odd lo edax odd dtroda
'XodsXU lo ©onlvoiq odd od ©eoo Muow aoldlmaXao djtieig Jbfla law
odd biLs leJalU lo eel don odT .eiorid n'lOd Xiig odd lo oanaoed
, d acrid Iw led ’^alB od bodiooX doniiid. L©>- odd lo aeo'xod
don ai di" ;ani:i odd bias '
,
onox> od don di ded"
'^O'ldBot bXnow odw xilri od oovr bna ,ed*.l deniaga ddgli od oidaLaai
odd baa oona'xaoqqa odd el oXdaaoiga 'xol .diui'inl d uoociini na
arid lo aoiEo add od dlmo'Jds XXlds 1 .jblldo odd lo ngixaX
-dne don ob I do^ dad ,a'X 9oa odd lo BgniXXede'xol bna aoxoedqoiq
odd nl Jbooii osad a lo gniddipraoc odd .©sia'xq I ob 'xou ,od dim
II .Edriaaolb ©dd lo lowoq o/id lo i9gna odd gnidonenp Ic eqod
ijox lo doas
,
0X OTlg , biova od sXdieeoq don ai doidw odal 9d di
oX^
.q .ob^H saignot. - bnaXoix lo ^^lod aXH ^'la'iodiil .X
5 .
death to himself.” He further proclaimed that he was to take
the girl, vidio was to he called Deirdre, under his protection
and that later he would make her his wife. He closed with,
’’Therefore, I assure 1iie men of Erin by the securities of the
moon and sun that any one who vrould venture to destroy her
either now or again, shall neither live nor last, if I survive
her.” The heroes of the Red Branch did as the King commanded.
Under the protection of King Conor, Beidre was brought
up by Lavarcam, her nurse, in a fortress of the Red Branch;
this was surrounded by a hi^, tremendous, difficult wall. She
was nurtured with excessive care and luxury, fitting her for the
daughter of a high prince. Ho man except Gailcin, who was her
tutor, was to see the maiden until she should bee erne Conor's
wif e
.
King Conor was valiant, and his fame was far-reaching in
defending the province of Ulster against foreigners and against
every province in Erin in his time. And there were none through-
out all Ireland more brilliant and courageous in the King's de-




When Beirdre was fourteen, she was the most beautiful
maiden in all Ireland, and King Conor desired to marry her.
One winter day Cailcin, Beirdre's tutor, killed a calf
on the snow outside the fortress. A raven stopped to drink of
the blood. The tutor, hearing the maiden si^, asked why she
was melancholy. She replied, "Alas that I have not yon thing
as I see it.” Casting his knife at the raven, the tutor cut
one foot off it and threw the bird near Beirdre. VVhen
eiusS r:t 80:;w eri JiWiJ 'xertf'ajl oH ^.’tieetniri at ritsefc




ritiw Jbf-eolo oH .©Vlw aid 'xexi eias Jbluo\7 eri TiaJisi S^sds Laxi
orit lo soLtliuoee atU* \,d air*i aeci atiJ eimeja 1
.
oaolG-ierd”'
leri \;o‘ivts©Jb oe i>IuOw odw ©no *^£Lb mfs i>£Xji iiooir.
evivToa I 11 ,t 8al lOfl ©rll 'ss/itiea Ilarie .nixjsij :to won 'xadJi©
. t&lrotifltmoo aaiX ©dl s^a JbUt dohinSr ieH eri.l lo eooiai erfT ’'.*x©ri
adw ©ifiieti ,*10x100 ?a 1S lo colJoeioiq odl leinU
;
rionxiid beH ecil lo aaoiliol a nl
,
08*iun 'lari ,aaoia7ji»i qu
©rfl. .ilaw tijjorillij ,aJ 0XaemeiJ ,dsln a bobauoT.i£ra ©aw eidJ
edt 'loi 'X9fi yiitl Ti ,^iJXuX Jcaa aiijo evlaaeoxo dllw Xa'ujj'xua a«vr
•led eav oriw ,nii>iiaO Jqooxo nam oil ,eon±iqds^d a '10 laids^aJb
e'xoaoC enooed jbijjorfe ©ris I Uni; tiyl)lam eiiJ ©ae OJ saw
. ©llw
Gl i^nid©aoi“'ial eaw emal aid Ooa .jaalaav saw lonoO
bajs a*i9U3ioiol J’Siij.apa leJ sXU 10 ©ofllvoiq ©dJ
n^uQ’xdJ ©non ei»w oiudJ t-oii. .©ral^ aid al nli*x i:l eaaivoiq *^15V0





riocasU lo biioa edt nadl eoiiel
ii/lit aaed Jaoct edJ’ caw ©ds .neeliuol saw ©idileC nedw
.i©ri liviiiD OJ bo'll k9i) 'loaob i^iilX xcB .doxuail IXa nl aeJbi^ci
liBo 8 i>alil3{ s' dTl/iiaCi .nloXlaO lejaiw enO
lo ial'iL or fceqqois aovai srtJ eLlsjuo wona ©dl 110
0 d8 xdTf beaoB .xtola noJbljici edt ^aliaed ,'ioJifJ ©riT .locid edJ
SalriJ flOic 1 Ofl evad I leric s&Iit" ,telXq©*x edi .itXodtajsXofli ea?.
•Ji/o lolal odt .aevai eriJ la eliiii aid salJsaO *’.11 e©8 I 88
aarLi .oiL'iieu Tata b^iio odJ weiril dna Ji Ho lool ©ao
Ijavarcam returned, she found the girl shaping a ball of snow
in the likeness of a nan's head, mottling it with the top of
the raven's feather with the blood of the calf; she was using
the black plumage for hair. So absorbed was she in her crea-
tion that she did not hear or see the nurse until the work
was completed.
"Whose likeness is that?" said Lavarcam.
"It is a work easily destroyed," replied Deirdre.
"I saw a face in my dream that was of bri^ter countenance
than the king's face, or Gailcin's, and it was in that I saw
the three colors that pained me; namely, I saw the blackness
of the raven on his hair, the whiteness of the snow on his
skin, and the redness of the blood on his countenance; and
oh, woe I my life will not last until I get my desire."
Later, Lavarcam saw a green mantle in front of a
closed window. It had been placed on the head of a brass
club and the point of a spear was thrust through the wall of
the mansion. Touching it, she found that it readily came
away; stones and moss fell so that the li^t of day, the
grassy lawn, the Champion's Plain in front of the mansion,
arkL the heroes at their feasts became visible.
"I understand now, my pupil," she said, "that it
was here you saw that dream." She told her that it was
iiaoise, the son of Usnach, whom she had seen, and that it
would be a dangerous thing to try and quench that desire,










V/0O8 lo iltid Ai iwiqja-ls I’li^ o fit basio'i ©xls /jaenujjott min'invod
'to qoJ Qitf lisivf ;tl sall^^oa ,b£seii a’niia is JO ueeno^iil ecb nl
2ijw sda ;lXjio edx lo boold ettf lix Iw leriJae't e'rsevjiji 3ri-J
-fieia aari ni srfe £jiv; Xadioeda oi .tfigdn 'lo'i a^jataulq itoaLd edJ
Dlioyr edi llJim aeiua edr eee iq Tiitjri xoa JbJJa eria SjiiU aol^
alamo o 8ijw
wciio'uivjdil tlub '‘?Xjuftr al beoneilX ©sorfW”
.©ataXaa XoiXqe*! " ,X&’^0'iJael) '^illaae iiotv a al XI*'
eoiijkixiexixaoo 'lexxigi'itf Jo aaw Xj©n^ ra*?6iX ^ al oo^ji a wjd8 1 "
wi 8 I iBftr al 8<jw 11 Xu^i
,
8 'aloXl^C; io .eoij’X s'l^nliX adj narii
ee^aiiojaicf aril was I
,
\^i©nijaa ;©cd Xeaiaq X arix aioXoa aoiox aril
tlrf no v'C ua aril Xo BsanaXliiv/ ai(x ,*iXiji siii no navjtfi ariX Jo
baa :eo£waoJ’mf 00 aid no Xoold aril Xo e&aiiX&i ©£ii Ina .alia
’'.eaieax ^ xe^ I XUax; XeaX xog X^iw oXlX \jn leow ,do
£ Xo X aoa X al alxoam uoq'I'U a wjsa tnaoiavad
,
ttaXaJ
8 e*nd £ Xo X^ao, erix no XeoiiXq ijoad XjLjd XI .wotuiw fiaeoio
Xo XXgw eiiX riwoiriX x euadX a^w 'laoqe a Ic Xoloq erix bna dulo
emao xblbaoi XI X iiiiX Xauol eda ,X i i^iilduaoT .aox^rfi: edJ
arix
, v/3l *10 X ftjjiX arij Xadx oe IXaX sboci Xii^i eef^oxe ;\avja
,
aol eriisii arix Xo larval nl alalH. a'noiqoiariC ariX ,awjisX
.aXdii;!*/ eau>aad al aaoj ileriX Ja aeo'iari eri; laa
XI x^rixV .JbiBB uiic ' .ilqi/q Tyn ,»von iiusJeaexau I”
Si5 «v Ji Xarix aeri ilox erifc; ”,.bjcjoii> wne aaea cjaw
XI Xjtsrix inG ,0066 tad aria cooiiw ,ricj3neU l:o aoa onx .aalojsU
.etioal) X arix dcaeap taa \;*ix oX :^olriJ ajjoiognari a od Jbiuow
Snlli arix io X-iJB&ri arix ox cnrri a joa'am aiariX
Ai
. asioari Hi^rix
7But Layarcam went to seek the youth and hronght hina
to Beirdre's dwelling. He was filled with love for the
maiden. 3he pleaded with him to take her and escape to Alba.
On the following ni^t Beirdre left with her lover.
One hundred and fifty men sailed with them, fifty with each
of the three brothers, Haoise, Ainle, and Ardan.
Jj’or a long time the three brothers and Beirdre lived
happily in 3co tlani (Alba). J’inally, the King learned that
Beirdre was with the sons of Usnach and that they were com-
pelled to live by hunting in the highlands and on the islands.
Jj’ergus mac xioigh and his two sons were commissioned
Oj'
as ambasserdors to Alba to proclaim peace to the sons of
Usnach and to bring them homo.
Beirdre begged Uaoise not to lis ten to the call of
the King, for she had had a vision, ’’jj’or three birds came to
us from Hmania having three sups of honey in their beaks, and
they left them with us; but, they took with them three sups
of our blood. It is the coming of x’ergus to us with a peace-
ful message from Conor, for honey is not more sweet than the
peaceful message of the false man.”
But her pleading was of no avail, for she saw her
husband inspired to return to Hrin. As they left the scenes
vdiere Beirdre had kno'wn happinsss, she sang lamentations.
”The Yale of Laidh, Oh in the Vale of Laidh, I used
to sleep under soft coverlet; fish and venison and the fat of
the badger were my repast in the Vale of Laidh.
n'Jtri J’dgpo'irf Lai itiiQx ariJ slass cw Jiiow oiiJOifiTiiu; &jjii
•1#
©riiJ- no': avoi ilJ’Iw Lsiixl oH .^aiXXewL s’enLileC
.jBcfld eqxioea baa nod eiiiX oJ mid diiw beLaeiq erlt ,a&blaa:
•
.*19701 nerf jifiw 3*191 enfcnioC ixfgin sniwollol erlj nO
rioije ffiiw
,
tnort? iw Jbeiiaa uom ^illl Jbflja bbijjtwrl onO
/
. oaln.. laa ,elai^ .eslo^dU ^eTodiond aonrii erl3 1o
davil eabaiifd baa enadJond eend? sitr emJd ^wol ^ noS. ' i i'
i iSrii Ijecfi^dl ^nili edd .'i^ll ijiii'i .(adiii) Jdijaid oot ni \;iiqq^
-moo enew ^ rid j^dd mu dojttfieU 1o aaos arid rid iw suw eiLilsC
, eLaulai add ao caa abaaiifylti odd ai ^aidoird ^d ©Til OJ Lelleq
i
teaoiasimmo'j ©new anoa cwrd aid baa dj^io/. oum BAxan©!
1o an 08 add oj eouoq mialoonq od adir. od B'lOd'SoaBudoa aa
^
.©mod OB dJ saind oj buu riouiiell
1o lluo 9dd Od aed six od don eaio^il bogjjed ©ijuniau
Od emuo ebnid ©anrid no'-i" .noiaiv a bad bad eria noi ^noii-
i>du ,Biued lied; ai Tfisnori 1o aqua osn/tJ ualvad aloao^ mcn'i aa
8qaa 9o*xdd madd rfdiw iood ^©rid ,sud ; ea rfdiw morid diol ^rid
-8ou8q t ridiw au od 1o ?,nimou ©rid ai dl .i:ooIcf *u;o 1o
©lid narid deowa on on doa ai *^odori nol ,ioao‘J monl ©-.uaeeni lx;1
".fium aaiul ©rid 1o o:9ue8©m Ixxleoueq
nari wue eria nol ,liBV« on 1o ' 'iniluolq neri dxjd
aoddoo ©rid d1©l \;jrid a^ .nin^ od imifd©*! oj Loniqani jbaaoeari
f
. arcoi J udiBOJUl ^naa oris ,&aa.iqqijri isaonji ban ©nonioil bnori*?
f
Lu&xj I ,riLij[^ 1o ©l^-V ©rid xii riO ^dblaZ
_o oluV* oriV"'
1o d xii ©rid bfiu floaiuov Lins rial. ;d©lnoT0 ‘ dlos noiruj qdela od
.ribiuJ 1o oiuV ori; ai icaqon '^cd ©new nogiburi ^ri^
"The Vale of I'asan, Oh the Vale of I'asan, high its
hart s-tongue
,
fair its stalks, v/e used to enjoy a rocking
sleep above the grassy verge of L'asan." So she continued to
sing of her happiness in nature.
Fergus, through the strategy of the king, was
forced to leave the sons of Usnach. Deirdre again used her
influence and tried to niake her husband and his two brothers
v;ait until they could be rejoined by Fergus, but she failed.
Naoise answered lightly,
"Thy mouth pronounceth not but evil,
0 maiden, beautiful, incomnarable;
The venom of thy delicate ruby mouth
Fall on the hateful furious foreigners."
Tilien they entered the royal city, they were sent to
the House of the Red Branch. Now they all felt the net
closing over them. Lavarcarn disclosed the treachery which
v;as being plotted against them. The faithful nurse reported
to King Conor that Deirdre had lost all her beauty, and he
continued to indulge in feasting and drinking. Mistrusting
Lavarcarn, he sent another spy whose father and three brothers
had been slain by Naoise to report on Deirdre *s beauty. In
his attempt to get a glimpse of the maiden, the spy lost one
eye, but he told the King that it was worth losing an eye to
behold a woman so lovely.
Conor led his troops to the Red Branch House, and
there was furious fighting all night. At dawn, Conor’s
druid, Cathba, consented to work a spell over the captives if
the King would give his word that having once taken Deirdre,
the sons of Usnach would be unharmed.
* i * 'J
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Conor, however, had the 1hree brothers beheaded, and
the druid cursed iimania, for Conor had broken his plighted
word; he prophesied that none of Conor's descendants should
rule
.
Deirdre sang of her sorrow. Palling into the grave
1 .
where the three were being buried, she died.
To discern and characterize abstract qualities in
this old Irish legend and express them in the concrete is
the immediate task. One of the first things that the reader
notices is the absence of artistic elaboration and poetic
architecture. There is a structural restraint and a minimum
of the artificial; indeed, the simplicity is a complex ac-
complishment. The facts are simple; there is a simple cast
of characters; and the method of connecting ideas is simple.
The naivete and simplicity rise to the divine. Much is
suggested in a brief compass; the terseness offers a dramatic
effect. The lack of psychological piquancy and absence of
outward incidents intensifies the fact that Celtic literature
stresses the ideal and not the material.
Since this translation in Hyde's book is a literal
translation, it also reveals that technically the literature
has parallel structure, a love for alliteration, and a
tendency to give a long list of nouns, adjectives, or verbs.
It is a combination of prose and poetry; the im jor part of it
is in prose, but it is interspersed with elaborate poetry.
The literature seems untouched by outside influence.
1. Literary History of Ireland - Douglas Hyde, p.304
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This economy of expression, this simplicity and unity
of design, and this heauty of execution might place this old
tale in the classical category. But, as in all great litera-
ture, there is a mingling of the romantic and the classical.
The lines of distinction are not so hard and fast as is some-
times imagined. In spite of the pattern, the simplicity and
the balance in this Celtic story, the work is primarily ro-
mantic. In its sense of ecstacy and pursuit of strange over-
tones of experience, it is romantic. Deirdre is not funda-
mentally the story of x>eirdre and Naoise, but of love and
defeat. It is successful through its appeal to the feelings
and not the reason; it treats general truths and not specific
instances. Imagination is at work in the tone of wistful
melancholy. Imagination and intuition dominate reason and
intellect; this imagination though, is curbed and there is
not too much stress on the emotional. The story is inter-
penetrated by a love of nature. Since animals, flowers, and
the elements have life as well as themselves, they love
them. Deirdre expresses in her farewell to Alba a real love
for nature for its own sake. Somehow in a delicate,
subtle way this most ideal literature becomes the most
realistic. This treatment of Deirdre is objective. There
is no inwardness of tone, no reflectiveness, and no
heightened sensibility. The personal element is pushed into
the background, for the story is about a spirit in which
truth has its shrine. The Celt is breathing his heart's
song to the world; this song is not a conscious creation of
man-made characters; instead, it offers a genuine history.
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elemental convictions; from them we apprehend that the real issues
of life come from the heart. To appeal to the elemental feelings
in every human soul the Celtic poet treats familiar things as if
they were unfamiliar. He invests the hum-drum life and lifts it
by introducing beauty and romance. He touches his idea with
felicity, treating moral ideas with energy and depth. All this
he accomplishes objectively, for ^eirdre illuminates the theme
by the poignance of her feeling. In conclusion, there is no
doubt that the romantic dominates the classic in this treatment;
but the commingling of the classical is so neat and subtle that
it results in a beautiful balance, making a universal appeal.
Secondly, this version of the old saga definitely
tells us of some of the customs, habits, and traditions of the
people in ^reiand about the first century.
It first suggests that it must have been the product
of a lettered and learned age, lor their imagination has made
something profoundly poetic from that which was a cruel reality
to them. But literature has a striking influence upon all
classes, which is shown by the deep interest in the legends
and the reverence and rank given to the ollamh. His conse-
quence is evident in the fact that his rank is that next to the
king. His position at the table is next to the king. "They
were so highly esteemed that the annalists give the obituaries
1 .
of the head-ollamhs as if they were so many princes." Just
mentioning the word ollamh in the manuscript opens a gate to
astounding culture. "Perhaps by no people in the globe, at any
1. Literary History of Ireland - Douglas ^yde, p. 488
aeuaal Ixtar ertr JiiriJ tnorfeiqqji ow raeriJ mo'il ; anolifoi/aou
Bgailoe^ Ij=sj£tomol9 oriJ- ocT I^oqqxj oi' .cTiBori ©rtJ moil ecioo e'Jtil lo
a eji BsnltU lisllimjtil Bo’-sjotJ’ ^ooq oUIeO ericf JJioa iiBmuri \ieve nl
cfi bne olil muii-flurri 9 tier a^sevcl eH . ‘iBiXiniii'tmf eiew "{priJ
asJbl eiii'^ aerioisoj eH .aoimmoT Jbm:
eiriX IlA .rUqeJb Lous dJ Iw endtl Xoiorn sniXiseU .^ioiXel
eattif Offer esuisalais/lli ©'iLiieu idl .tjIov ix i;o|,do eerieIXqmoo&B an
on 8 i^ 9 'ierfd ,noXeiJlUiOy nl .gulXeel len lo eouisnsloq erid y^d
:Jaec3Jjjt,''ift elrit nl o iesaXo erld eoefjsfilmoL ois emmo'x eriJ jjarU er dxioL
djjftr ©XerdifE Ln^ efisen os &i XisolsB^iXo ecu lo ^nlX^aiioinoo ©riJ dud
.ijtjeqqis XjiB'i&vlrvj a ^nijiacn ,oonaXad Xjj^idujaod a al silnao'i di
\iIodXnJ‘i©L a^aa LIo arid \o aoiaiev si/tl ,^XLcoo9c.
eriJ ^0 anoldiJDxnd Lna ,cidX« 4jfi ,amodauc/ eriJ aaoe lo an aXXed
• TU/diieo J81XI add duoda Lnaiei-*- ni eiqoaq
dyaLo'iq ©rfd need ovjarf .dBiJm di J afU sdee^SJ^a je-iXl dl
oLiSffl aflff noidail'ixicii T.iead 10- ,©B© Leniaoj. Laa aoie^dei a lo
V‘XXjj©i leino a eaw dbl rfw dacU cqotlI oXdeoq ^ILauolo'iq ^nictdooios
lia aoqu oonenllni BiiXXiT:d 8 a eari eiada-xedii doH .morid od
sLnejiaX erfd al dae'iedai qeeL arid \d nworia ai riolriw .eeasi^xo
-oenoo elH .KmaXio arid od aevl^ 3inai Lots eoneTeve'X erid Laa
©rid od dxoa d arid al xliai airi disrid doal arid ni dnoLXve ax ooneixp
\:orrr'! ©rid od dx 9fi ai oXdad odd da aoldieoq alH .3nl:i
e ©liaxrd idO ©rid av adaiXaana erid dariJ Leraaeda© ^ilri^Xri oa oiow
.i
dtx/L ".aeoaliq \aaa Oi ©lew ^e rid 'll a© erixeeXXo-Laeri ©rid lo
Od edisB' i- aaaqo dglioaqiixai orid ni riaa-Iio Liow erid sixino id aon
^OB dB ,edoX^ erid ni elqoeq oa aqariieS.*' .e*iiJdXx;y iUiuoJ Bii,
idUb
.q ,Qb\^ bbX^iUoQ. “ Laaieil lo vioJalH id .X
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period of the world's hiatory»was poetry so cultivated and, better
1 .
still, so remunerated as in* Ireland." Hearing or repeating the
songs of traditions which stressae the exploits of their ances-
tors is one of the chief amusements. They are a people who glori-
fy the "golden age" rather than a golden future. Their enjoyment
of story-telling is given in the very first sentence of this old
legend.
Music is cultivated. At the feast soft, gentle music
is played, but no mention of instruments is given. The Irish
are a singing people; they sing at their feasts, on the occasion
of a birth, or over their dead. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that there is no reference to music in battle.
The government is a mixture of aristocracy and monarchy.
The defect seems to be that the central power is weak. King
Conor has more distinction than power as the nobles can flout his
authority. When Conor solicits Conall Cearnach and Cuchulain to
go after Deirdre and Naoise, he asks what they will do if the sons
of Usnach are slain while under their protection. Both answer
that they will slay without mercy any Ultonian who dares to touch
one of them.
The druids have chief sway, for the fruits of the experi-
ments of ages give them a mighty reputation among the people. It
is extremely difficult to define the druids, but they are the real
philosophers and were "looked upon as an intermediary between man,
2 .
and the invisible powers."
1. Literary history of Ireland - Louglas Hyde, p. 486
2. " " M .1 If " p. 101If It It t tt
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rfei-il ofC: . oavi^ ai a in©omiIeni lo aoijnoca on Incf .Xe'^ialq ai
noiuaooo arij iio ,318^0*1 ilaril is snla ;aIqoeq suisais b aiw
“W'Oii ,eiof; oj ^O'lOi ni ai Jl .bbol liatis levo 'lO ,riJilcf b lo
.
^rio'ix<ao£n oiiB ’tio-enooJei'iXi lo uTc/lxim b el Jnemiavos oril'
snlX ,Jbov,’ Ri lowoq lailuec orfl laiif ed ol eaoee ^oelaX odl
OJ r.jxjinrfoi/O rfuj^iiiBoO llanoC ad lotioe icnoi> nexfA .'^IiOfUaa
lov.ai'w liJOcI .noiloaio'iq liariJ idtfijj ©ilxiw aieXa O'Xij donnaU lo
rfotroi 01 Bsint oriw OB iu 01 lU ^ioTsm Ino/tt iw ^ale II iw \o£id d biIS
ii0qxo orii lo ellxril adj *xo'i fXjnwa leida e/nd ebiii*xi> eiCL'
II • olqooq ©dj noiliilijqpi \^Jri^iaj a maal svis '10 alnoci
Xb01 orfJ eia '{pdi 1 jxI ,abiinX erfj fanileb oi lluoilllb v.Ioao'iixe ai
,aar. Qotwlod \iBi beoi'i&d [il its ae aoqiJ boicox^* 01 ©v.* hiic arodqoholidq
.bnoseX
. «Xlo‘ijO r.l Difiijfc OJ eoiio-ioloT oa ax 910 iL* .leve
Bid J uoXl iiBo a?»XJoa oriJ aa ttowoq aadJ aoiJonlJaio eion asd "lOiioO
biioo oflJ lx oi> XXIw ^erfj Jaavr a^aa 9d .oaloald bcia o'xo'iieCi. 'ipd'iB os
.nsdJ lo eao
.S .
’’.aiowoq exdieivni adJ bfixi
abP
.q ,8X\;H aaisJoL - Xa^Xeil lo X'lB'iaJla .1
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iome of the characteristics of these Celtic people can
he discerned from this old story. Theirs is a profound melan-
choly. They display a refined sentiriient, of tenderness and de-
votion. Merriment and joy color their pathos, but they pass
av;ay ail too quickly. The virgin forests and the mysterious
ocean chalionge the men .vith an insatiable desire for experi-
ence. They are conquerors, and great is the admiration of man-
ly valor and strength. Their conversations about all these
are in a sprightly and figurative speech. Deirdre reveals her
vision of Haoiso to Lavarcam as a "white hero, gentle nurse,
1 .
hero of the pleasant crimson cheeks."
In the thii'd place this manuscript in the Belfast
Museum shows us definitel;^ that philosophy has not been sep-
arated from literature. Moulton, in elaborating upon this
idea, claims, "literature is the mother country from which all
2 •
other studies nave migrated." This literature imbued with
philosophy teaches ethics in the right and true \^y. It never
dogmatizes; it holds up the whole scheme of life and puts it
in the background of eternity. Deirdre reflects the opinion
of the people at that time, for they endorsed it. It will be
well, then, to show the boundless suggestive power of infini-
ty in this work. Words cannot definitely define the myriads
of veiled suggest ions that pass through the mind' when reading
this old Irish legend. The surging overtones of mysticism en-
rich the message if one is sensitive to music. Let us see the
0
vision that the seer presents with a force that eradicates the
1. Literaiy History of Ireland - Douglas Hyde, p. 508




The philosophy in this early treatment of Deirdre
expresses
:
1. A belief in a Supreme Power.
2. The intervention of spiritual forces.
3. The idea of eternity and time life and death.
4. The beauty and influence of nature folklore.
Just as in Hellenic and Teutonic mythology, it is
difficult in early Celtic literature to differentiate between
men and gods, although there is no reference to a Superior
Being, the characters impress the reader with their belief
in such a Power. Here, there is an affinity between Paganism
and Christianity. King Conor, the Pagan speaks when he says,
"Therefore, I assure the men of Krin by the securities of the
1 .
moon and the sun, that any one vsho -- Belief in the
elements and powers of nature are manifested. It must be re-
membered, however, that those who took down the legends from
the mouths of the bards and annalists, or those who subsequent-
ly transcribed them, were Christian missionaries whose object
was to oblite-^te every vestige of the ancient forms of faith.
That the Celts are religious and believe in a power every-
where cannot be doubted; the invisible world, because of love
and fear, constantly challenges them. "In religious matters,
also, the childhood of nations and individuals believes in
powers and presences, in giants, fairies, and hob-goblins,
and not in a law governing life and conduct; and the poet vdio
represents in a nation far into its full maturity, its early
beliefs and make-believe reality, shuns in these days the
paths actuality, and seeks the twili^t haunts of memory
1. Literary History of Ireland — Douglas Hyde, p. 305
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1 .
and shadows.'* So far as Deirdre finds herself in a kind of
mystic unity with nature glorifying sensation and emotional
intuition as the very source of life, she is Pagan, Vrtien she
recognizes the evil and blends vision with sympathy, breaking
through her own self-stufficiency and recognizes Naoise's value,
she is Christian. In spite of the fact that there is not a
definite reference to a Supreme P07/er
,
there is an unspoken,
vague, shadowy mysticity of spirit all through it. Inward
voices speak abundantly, convincing one of the reality of
unseen things.
Probably in no other liteiature is the intervention
of spiritual forces so pronounced as in Celtic literature.
And this old version of Deirdre is no exception. All of the
characters in this presentation believe in a mysterious
force which limits human life and acts on it from the outside.
This is an admission of the idea of Destiny. They believe
that they are free within a certain limit, but beyond this
limit mysterious forces assail their lives. Maoise especially
illustrates a passive resignation and self-effacement when
Deirdre tries to persuade him to remain in Alba. To him, it
is for the gods to cut the knots of the tragedy. His is a
genuine fatalism, but Deirdre combats her destiny with a
Titanic energy of will. The Pate and Destiny exemplified
in this literature is impersonal and supreme. The admittance
of it represents one of two religious beliefs, free will or
causality.
Destiny in Deirdre is irresistible; it mocks the
1. Anglo-Irish Hssays ---- John Hglinton, p.45
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©fix aioom Xi ; ©idXXeXeei'iX bl eihil ql at 'iyiixeeli
h
bP,q ,noxnXI^ir' ndo''^ na Xal-oi^nii .1
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the revolt or opposition of man, Waoise is placed between two
opposing forces, the continued safety with Deirdre in Alba, or
the return to Ireland, His soul is a battleground of human
ethical principles depending on impulses and choices, Deirdre 's
revelations or visions are finger-posts to Destiny, but Haoise
shuns it, Fate then uses him to gain its end; he is a fugitive
with Destiny at his back, Deirdre's revolt against her Destiny
(marrying King Conor) brings doom upon her and the sons of Usnach.
King Conor, a man who has a shadowy, yet turbulent
craving for individual will, expresses a conviction of fatalism
vdien he says, "It is not laudable to fight against fate yet
do I not submit to nor do I praise the committing of a base
deed, in the hope of quenching the anger of the power of
the elements. If it be fate which it is not possible to avoid,
give ye, each of you, death to himself, but do not shed the
blood of the innocent infant for it were not (our) due (to
1 .
have) prosperity thereafter," King Conor tries to conquer
Fate, but Celtic philosophy proves that his plan is frustrated.
This treatment depicts that the inevitability is not tantamount
to pure fatalism, though it offers much of that doctrine.
Unhappiness is not the handwork of man’s free will. The struggle
of an individual opposing Destiny sweeps into its current the
fortunes of a nation.
There is a pronounced philosophy of life and death
in this treatment of the life of Deirdre, In fact, the real
essence of the story pertains to this philosophy. To her,
the only real possessions worth while, the only enjoyments and
1, Literary History of Ireland — Douglas Hyde, p,305
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ornaments of life are loyalty, love, purity, and self respect.
Social position, wealth, luxury and power are nothing; but the
right to obey the instincts of her heart---not to indulge in
appetite or personal whim — are everything. There never could
have been such a story if the Gelt were not interested in a
philosophic contemplation of life and death and their dynamic
currents with the ebb and flow of things. He is attracted by
the secret before him. Deirdre's philosophy of life is unsur-
passable in its noble, moral tone. She expresses regret at the
passing of beauty when the three brothers die. Her sorrow is
one of tragicad^ loveliness. Her love is not divided by death.
There is a sense of completion in the last great experience
for it is the causal tie which soothes and satisfies. Life is
beautiful to the sons of Usnach and Leirdre, but they do not
fear death when it is inevitable. In fact, Deirdre enthusias-
tically accepts it, and from the story we have only one reason
to believe that anything lies beyond for her. Even this is
not definite. There is a custom to lament over the dead while
the soul stands before the Supreme Power. This is a fine and
solemn superstition, and there is an intimation of the belief
of immortality in it.
"Christianity in Ireland would hardly have found itself
in the seventh and eighth centuries endowed with a missionary
vocation, had the Gelt not been originally prepared by tempera-
ment and habit of mind to accept it. ii religion, in the sense of
an explanation of life, the Celts did not require, for they had
that explanation already in a belief which was implicit with them.
Christianity was completely accepted as an account of the other
II 08 Jbi2fi ,'^^iujq ,&70l 01 j6 e"til lo at itocibhio
6ii^‘ Ssjd ;^lrtIon otb i&woq bna >^ijlocjjX ,£ioI.'iaoq I«loo<i
ill o'%iubal o^ w on ^lissri lori 'io sjoaUenl erivf '^edo oH
JbXyoo '.©ve.i ©laxTr .snldX^ieTa ©ia -- cilrfev Xenoeioq io d^fiJeqq^s
B ni Ijoxeo'iojnl Xoix o'low JleO s/U ^j;xoJ8 b dona flood ovjari
oIc!cn\iI) ilofC' 5na rfJBoJb fins olIX Xo noIXflXqmeJnoo oidqosollriq
^cf bodoB'iJJB si Oil .a^airtf lo wcXl Ijfie cTde ode riJiw eXaeniio
-inaan ai a'liX lO ''iriqosoXidq a'oibiioCL .mid eaoioef Xoioee oriJ
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.riljBSi) ’^cf boaiviX ioa ex avoX tbH .sasalXovoI XiaoiSB-^X ao ©no
©oaaiioqxe daoi^ daaX &rfX al noiJaxqicoo aO ©aaoe a ax p'leii'x
ei al^ld .80x^81138 baa ooridooe riolrftv oU Xbbwbo edS ai Ji ioi
^^•o^ Ob ^©rU Incf ,eiXiie*-. baa dOBuelJ 'io anoe odi oj Xa^iiiifBed
-SBlearflno o'lX'ileQ! ,doal nl .©Idjailveni ei Ji nadw dJaeb ‘laa'i
aoBB®*! ©no x-tf'o erarf ©w ^oJe edJ monil ban ,Ji aJqoooB ^IleoU
ai aicii aevZ .leri *iO‘i eolX j»airiJ 14113 Jarij evoilod oJ
©ilrlw i)B©b edJ levo JnemaX oJ raoJan:. a si s'itriT .eJiaiteb Jon
bna oni': b ai siriT . lavo'i ofli0*iqirt ©xU 910‘ieX ebajeJe inos ariJ
’ieiibd ©rfj io noiJBenijnx na ex ©laxlJ bau ,aciJ iJeioqna ameXoa
.Jx al 14J ilBJ*xoairi io
iXsBJi bauox ©vari '^XbiBri bit/ow JtJUBleil ni x^inBiiBiidO'*
’^lanolaeim a riJit^' bewdbno esx -xwtiec rtJri:^!© baa ti: naves edi al
-BisqmoJ Jbeiaqevq ^Xlj3ax:.,iio need Jon JXei/ »nJ bad .noiJBOov
^0 ©en©a erfJ ai ,noi:^xXo*i; a .jI Jqeooj? oJ inim aO Jidna bau Jaem
bad ’4©fiJ lol .eninp©*! Jon cib eJXeO odJ ,©iil io noiJAjiiiiiqze ub
. raedJ riJiw Jioiiquii sew dolriw ioiled a nJ liiaaovia noix auaiqxo JadJ
variJo odJ io JiijJO;-OB aa aa XoJqec-03 ^XoJeXqmoo aaiv '\4JiaBiv8i1dC
world, which the Celt had never doubted If
18 .
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No people are so visibly affected by the beauty and
mystery of nature as the Celts. Their literature, with Deirdre
as no exception, is sunk in the heart of nature. The ecstasy
of the legend is inspired by love and nature. Deirdre's sensi-
2 .
tivity brings her very near to "the magical charm of nature.”
Her early education in seclusion at the fortress makes her aware
of the beauty and mystery of nature. Rocks, trees, and babbling
water awake in her a peculiar kinship with them. Such is seen
in her song' as she leaves Alba. "The vale of Siti
,
oh the vale
of Ritil In it I raised my first house, lovely was its wood
(when seenj on rising, the milking-house of the sun was the
vale of Hiti. Dear is Droighin over the strong shore. Dear are
its waters over pure sand; I would never have come from it had
I not come with my love.” Here it is seen that she finds
amiability in retrospect for nature. The brothers show a love
of the sea, but in this treatment there is no allusion to their
holding the sea in mystic awe. Direct nature descriptions are
not found, nor are they used as background for the incident,
Nature is brought in by use of similies and metaphors. "Magic,
is just the word for it, the magic of nature; not merely the
beauty of nature in that the Greeks and Romans had; not merely
an honest smack of the soil, a faithful realism that the
Germans had; but the intimate life of nature, her weird power
and her fairy charm.” The fairies and the mythological
1. Anglo-Irish Assays — John Aglinton, p.38
2. Literary History of Ireland -- Douglas Hyde, p.310
3. On the otudy of Celtic Literature - Matthew Arnold, p.l20
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element incorporated, are in themselves proof that the Celts de-
voutly contemplated nature. "Myth not only originated in all
nations rather than one, but also that natural interest in
1 .
nature was the sti-nulus leading man to invent them."
jj’inally, the motive of the early writer is to record
the story of ^eirdre. The bard is not merely a wandering
rhymer; in his person are united the attributes and functions
of historian, legislator, judge, poet^and musician. The theme
is the deep love of a man and wife, illuminated by a tragical
crisis. The teller is not the mere story-teller, the mere
prober of character, the mere teacher of ethics, the mere
discusser of ideas, but he offers a synthethis of them ail.
2 .
He is one v>dio "sees life steadily and sees it whole." His
object is to present an enduring beauty of life in the language
of universal experience.
The conclusions drawn from the study of x)eirdre in
this version fall under four main headings:
1. The literature, a combination of prose and
poetry, is the essence of simplicity.
2. The romantic dominates the classical. The ideal
is superimposed upon the form.
3. The customs, habits, and development of the
people show that it must have been an age of culture.
4. The philosophy is incorporated in the literature,
and the Celts express in Deirdr e
^
—
1. Naturalism in i^nglish loetry - dtopford a* Brooke, p.l7
2. Poems - (Sonnet to a jj’riend) - Matthew Arnold, p. 2.
-vij f.dj d’oriJ’ loO'iq- Bevlsax 3ri^ ai ^'Xas te?i.";oqt rJ JtVi^aoIe
V iJLja fli JbeJ'iii-.i-si'xo ^ilno J’on'fLr'^ik'' .&’rxi:J'jea toJjuiqraavfnoo ^Ijjjov
ni JeoioJnl Ic'ii.M -t'Xi oelij *?xfcf ,£iUo fujrfi i&rkrjLiT siioiJiyi
.1
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V'
,
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a. A ‘belief in a Supreme Power.
b. A belief in the intervention of spiritual
forces
.
c. The idea of eternity and time life and death.
d. The beauty and influence of nature.
5. The purpose of the bard in telling Peirdre is to
keep alive the story.
Macpherson's Treatment of **Deirdre .
”
Irish literature continued to aevelop - to some extent
for over a thousand years. Prom the seventh to the seventeenth
century Ireland produced romance. The development showed that
that v^ich makes the history of one age makes the poetry of
the next. "What Ireland did produce, and produce nobly and well
was romance; from the first to the last, from the seventh to
the seventeenth century. Irishmen, without distinction of class,
1 .
alike delighted in the "ursgeul" (romance)." There was an
enormous mass of such literature, and the bards were commissioned
to learn many of the renowned stories and pass them on orally.
Probably they learned incidents of the story and introduced
passages of description; the correctness and exactness depended
upon the genius of the bard. At any rate, in time, divergences
began to arise, and we have, as a result, different versions of
the same story. "Those celebrated men have left behind them a
mass of poetry, to which a succession of bards extending through
more than fourteen centuries have been able to add nothing, but
conscious of their immense inferiority, have satisfied themselves
1. -L»iterary History of -Ireland - Douglas Hyde, p.277
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during the darJmess which ensued with committing to memory and
1 .
reciting the production of happier times.”
In the latter part of the eighteenth century there
was a decided awakening of the imagination among authors, and
attention was once again focused on early Celtic literature.
Probably no man has aroused as much interest and
excited criticism on this subject as James Macpherson
(1736-1796). In 1760 he published "Pingal, an Ancient Epic
in Six Books Together with oeveral Other Poems Composed by
Ossian, the don of Eingal, Translated from the Gaelic Language.”
Ever since that time there has been much uncertainty
as to the authenticity of these stories, and this Ossianic
controversy has resulted in volumes of pros and cons. My
vague knowledge of early Celtic literature in the original,
will, of course, limit any discussion on the genuineness of
Macpherson's claims. The fact that he wrote and interpreted
the spirit of Beirdre
.
or Dar-thula as he called her, is
sufficient for consideration here. The whole discussion will
be limited to this story, and contrasts and comparisons with
the earlier treatment already given will be made.
Eirst, it is interesting, as well as confusing to see
the different names and spellings of names that this Scotch
writer gives to his characters. Probably they are the Scotch
titles for these Celtic heroes. There are new characters
introduced, and some of those found in the first treatment are
1. On the authenticity of Ossian' s Poems-Patrick Graham, p. 29-30
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.aliiK ©d XlJwnoTl^ )ii)iiO'iXn J notaJ tib'is leixiae ori?
008 oJ suXan'inoo Qn iXavr b 8
,
^nxJ BaiaJni ni Jl .jeilV
riodoofc 8i ricf ItrU Bocmr. lo o^niXIeqa xna eemaxi JneialliX eriJ
rioJoo- eri? ©TX! \?>ri? ^XdadbiS. .eiaao*>iaria ei.i 01 aevi^ ie?iiW
8'xe? 08‘fBrio won 01a eieri*! .Bodieri oiXioC eaori? 10I eelli?
©XB Inooi? BOtJ ? xil aril ox Xtiaol ©eoril lo omoe xaa
,
XeonXO'ilni
Oo'“^'S*q ^laariaxC JiclxXnl-aiueo^ a'aaxfaaO lo Tjxi o line riJir^i aril nO .1
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not mentioned at all. It might he interesting to list the im
portant oharaoters in each version and to see the changed
spelling and appelations.
















The important deviation in this respect consists in the fact that
the second lover was not Conor but Cairhar, who belonged to the
second cycle of Irish Legend.
In Maephers cn ' s treatment Colla, (Dar-thul's father).
Truth il (her brother), Slis-seamha (the mother of Bathos),
and Semo (Bathos' grandfather) ar e a dditi onal. Lavarcam, Fergus,
and his three sons, Feidhlim (the story-teller) Cathfaidh (the
druid), nor Cailcin (her tutor) are mentioned.
This poem treats only the death of Dar-thula and
the sons of Usnoth; the action takes place the night before and
on the morning that these four die. It opens with an apostro-
phe, giving a tribute to the exquisite beauly of the maiden,
ifipisodes, in the form of reminiscences, give the preceding
events. 'Their thou^its turn, on the eve of their death, to
their families and to the loved ones viio have bravely fallen on
the field of battle.
-tri ;8ll o«J .'ioj 4:i dcf Jiig-tm Jl .ilb Jw bSiioUnom Jon
ijognjJlo e.'fJ’ 098 oJ" inii noiaictiv rfo^^e ci u-ioj oaiin o J’iv:J’'ioq
J’uii'l edJ" al bJbIquoo jD&qeDi edds ni cioU ^IvbL jnaJnoqmi odT
eriJ oJ Le-^noi&J orivi tsKf :-roaoG Jon e^w 'i9^’'ol l:aood£ orU
,
( e'inriJ-n«C) JA9fnJ«#iJ a' LOensriqoii^i nl
,(80rf;ij>i to norijom oriJ) ,(*i9rfJo*£d nsrt) lidrsjT^l'
OiiJ ) dtji e.'idJ*iD ( •» IjLsj - ) iclidble't ,8no8 eo'irfj aiii fcfib
-*i8U lo ilJijel) ©rir ^jlao eJ-is'iJ oitioq olri!!
iuiii STO'iecf ariJ eojeilq bqjujJ ooiJois oxiJ ;rijoaaU 'ic saoe .yoJ
-onJeoqjA n^* iU iw enoqo Jl . sJtii luo^ oborU JariJ ^niinom orfJ no





sooiiaoBiainBi 'to arto'i odJ ni .ayJooaxql:*
OJ .rir^iec lieriJ 1o t>7© ©rfJ nc ,aiaJ eJftenoiiJ *ii yxfi .BJnov©
ao eryd orb'. 8 ©no LqvoI eiiJ oJ Ln*s aeilimifl ii9;if
anoiJ^ieqqxi l)mi ^nJIioqs











,cuooii;v«»I .I^^no iJi it ii 9 Xc* li 9fiJ 'wOriJiill) oceC i>rui
taaoiJnou. o'lxi (lojixj nori) nioliai; Ton
. ©IJJ^id 1u LLel'z &iir
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Although liacpherson treats briefly but one incident in
the life of i)ar-thula, the author maintains the same tension of
grandness throughout; there is not one sentence that shows relax-
ation. This sustained, impassioned, colored style results in
abruptness and polish simultaneously. The cadenced epic prose
is rapid, resulting in a concise narrative. This stately and
expressive prose resembles the style of the Old Testament. There
are no artful transitions in this composition, for it is not
the off-spring of art. Paragraphs take the place of stanzas in
this fragment of the old legend, v\^ich the author ornaments with
eloquence and rhetoric. It abounds in figures of speech. All
through it we find such symbolic metaphors as **His spears were
a column of mist;" such intriguing hyperboles as, "The stars
are ashamed in thy presence." The language belongs to the
eighteenth century; in fact the whole story has been tempered
by the eighteenth century. The crudeness of the early Celtic
people would have horrified the men and women of the "Augustan
Age." kacpherson is essentially a man of his time, stirred
as are his contemporaries with a moral disquietude that is in
1 .
search of some object of v/orship."
Indeed this work is the offspring of nature and not
of art. It is the essence of romanticism. It is purely objective
as there is nothing of the self-reflec ting idea upon the world.
'Throughout the whole there is a picture of nature without a
single shadow of the self. Guidance and vigor of imagination
connects the invisible with the visible. Imagination carries the
author to the cloudy past and to the foreign shores of Tltha; it
1. History of Hngiish Literature - Louis Gazamian, Vol.II,p.211
nl JaotiodX eao Xssxl aJAiOid" noeianqoeii
1 o aox aii&J OffljLse t»xi/ efiixjJ^nljsm ioriXJj«. ociX
,
iiix/rU -lijC. 'io. o lXx t^clJ
-jix’Xei 5r.*.'Otit5 aX eono^fids ©no Jofi 8 i O'xedcT ;Xi/od^O'idX BesaDniTi^
fii L'JIiJse-x JbGicIoo
,
l)3 iic ib 8 ijq.ff!i ,l)oal 4uX aixb elriT .aoUxi
oaoiq oiq© b©ofsei>iiO edT . ’^ej/oenjaJ'lJJcrXs rieiXoq Joctij aaenJqju'xdii
jbfiiS Blfil .©viXiiTijafi eeianoo a ai ^fiiJlae©*!
,
tlqji'x ei
eTiSfri . craaffixs^BoX 1>I0 ©riif lo el^Xa &dJ eelcTmaeei eaoiq avleeoiqx©
Xon. 3i XI io'::.
,
aoiJieoqicoo atriJ ai ?.aoiX lEnaii ox; aiij
ni ExsxnaXa to eojiiq srfJ eyLaJ .Jiji to ^i'lqB-lto erfx
xiXxw B^t'necuia'io zoriXU£ exit xioiriw
,
ijnesol ilo arii to Jnetnsa^t eiiU
11^ .riooaqa to boixrsit ni aJbaxjocfja XI .oiioJoAi ia^i oyaoapole
OTOV’ eiiioqe elH*’ a*> a'lD/iq^iJetu oiIodm''ia xloxxa ixxit ew.Xi xi^oiriX
BiaXe arfT*' »ea eeiooioq^ :gaix/^lixni riyxju '‘;xsim to xunuioo o
eiiX ox or^aoiocf esiaxjsaal eni ” . acadeoiq vix £ii ianuxiitiJ oia
Jba'xoqcjoX flood eaa ^loXs eSodv oii 3 Xojdt ni iieo nxnoaxrl^io
oiJieO ^X'lodO onr to aeyneiuio ed'i
_
.
rxixXneo xiXneeXrigia orix ^(j
flxXejJB^^X" oxtr to ne/now Xua aea odx Jboi': iiaori eva-^. XXxjow aXqoeq
iaiiiXB .efflix eiri to n^iai js ^ll^ilJiieeeo ei iiosicjxiqojtjA "»oijuv
Aii si XaflX etirJ oiapsiJb Xa'xoa: c dxlw eoi'ixiioqcroxaoo eixi 01x5 eu
.X
".qij-ie-ioc to xootclo eaos to doixjee
Jon baa oxirxaa to ^niiqet'. 0 axiX ei xiow eiax ooobal
eviXoattfo 'iXon/q si Xl .ins loiXnjaCiOi to ooaoeet- anJ ei Xl .Xia to
. -XitJ?' ext; noqq aabi ’^.iXoax tai-'iXea ox\X to ^nirijoxi ai oioxix a-.
a XxxoxUiw o'xvXaxi to ©'laxsiq a ai ai&dx eXoxIw oiix Xjoxi^xxpadl'
flolxafll^iarai to qo%iv bfla ooiiaiiixvt , *Xee axiJ to «*oiaxia eXsnie
©rfX Daitx'iuo fl 'i J aniJjatnl .oidioiv ©fix liX iw ©Xdiaivni ©ilx aXooaaoo
Xi ;arfxi. to eoioiie n*^i©^ot odx oX rxia Xeaq ^^Pixolo ariX oX qodjqa
iXS.q.Il .XoV ^ajtiaiaaaO eixioX - eijj|Bq©Xi«X xieia^nii 10 ^loxsii .X
E4.
forsakes the monotonous commonplace of everyday life and
travels to the quaint and unfamiliar world of old; jmagination
finds expression in depicting the glories of hat tie and the
^
romance and ecstacy in adventure. On the wings of imagination
the author takes his readers to Selauna, a castle in Ulster.
The supernatural attracts the author of "Ossian.” Beep pathos
and profound melancholy are pronounced. All these revolt
against the conventional, pedantic, and academic cannons of the
eighteenth century. "The varied sources of his work and its
worthlessness as a transcript of actual Celtic poems do no t
alter the fact that he produced a work of art which by its
deep appreciation of natural beauty ani the melancholy tender-
ness of its treatment of the ancient legend did more than any
single work to bring about the romantic movement in European
1 .
litem ture.”
If there is little given in the first treatment of the
customs and social conditions in Ireland, still less is found
here. Since it is limited to one incident and one day's time,
the compass of ideas and suggestions is greatly limited. One
of the refined charms, which can be the criterion for a
polished society, is the reject for women. In this version
Bar-thula gives no counsel, but Uathos listens to her ideas
with interest. In their ordinary conversation there is a hi^
degree of refinement and an expression of elevated sentiment.
a reference is made which intimates that the king in
those days did not inherit the throne, but instead, he was
1. Encyclopedia Britannica- Eleventh Edition
Subject; James Macpherson.
hcui o^il ^0 eoijiqxTOniniou eucaosToaom a»riJ eojitfi'io-.
iio jL/arzl-^lirrt ; Uo lo M'jdw biui srij Ou fciiev*;*!^
eriJ Jbnii Ql^fa6 lo eolioXg srlJ sniJoXqet iii noiaed'iqxo bhaJii
^0 nO . a xixJnavX j» ai Liui eoiusaoT:
.TQXsIir ni eX^BJAo *s
,
iscusiet of aieii^T. eid e ajLaJ icriJ xxjb edi
'
.r
eorif^q qeeU ".nateaG" '*lo ix)nv>ifi$ ari; Ji5 Xb'x jj
A
snioqi:e arfl
Jlove*i aaadi Ixii. . la oui/oaoiq aiii Itn/oloiq lOb
t
oftl ao anomijeo ^oUnalaq
,
J^iiioiw £t tiioo arLJ
8X1 Itfit iiow eiri \a cootuoa Jb&liiiY ariT" . '^iJXnao itmoexrfcgl©
X aa 01 aioecq olXI&O lajuxoa^o Xql’ioan^fiX Jts ea 88©iibda j.rix*£ow
axl ftoldw Xifl 'io i'low a b©o«ioiq &d J^dJ Xcjj^ 9dJ “XoX iij
-iSijXiaX ^iiodonalem ©riX fns ^inatd io iioU aluoiqq^ qsoJb
Xnui nariJ s'lOir fc Id Xaolofiij ad* lo ex I 'to sBen
-nAieqo*iuIl nl xnamavom oiXOBaort eiiX XixodjB ox 3iiow oisnis
* a.
.e'lJJX jtnoXii
srix '10 xndC3Xisft*iX Xeill »xt al aoTls eiXXlI el eieriX li
laaol al eeo i XiJXa
,
t:riBid*ii ni anoirilfijo Lalooa Ina eiDOJaJV
,eailt e'Xidi eao tan saotloal ©no oj Iexlr.iil el XI eonlt .e*xori
onO .taXlrail \,iXei''X'a al anolXe&s^fi eaeJbl lo eajiqmoo edJ
a 10*1 aolioXlio odf 9d obo riolrfw .emijsdo loal'i©! erf; to
noicTiOT alKX til .nomow iol Xoaqaai adl el .^xelooa loriailoq
ei.'eM leri to anaxell aodxjjR Jud .Xeeanoo on eeviv tilariJ -ixl.
fi&iti X- el ©ladx noU x:7y4,©rt’Oo ^wiilJb'io ixoilJ nl .xeo-iexui rixlw
.XnocnlXaee fcaXiivaX© 'io iTcleebiqx© tie fme Jn ©tnoiiliQi lo eei^o^
nl*:^iii dtfx XatiX aaxaaUni doldw eltitn al eoaoioldi «.
8-..W ,le8Xanl XJJd
,
buoidJ odJ Xi'xednl Xon 111 B\.ex eeonx
aoiXlto’?. rfjnevaXii -aoimujXiicl jBlbaqoXd'^oa*i .a
. noe*st riqtel setoel* ;Xostdu8
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elected by a council. Nath os
,
in speaicing to the King says,
”Thy fathers were not among the renowned, nor of the Icings of
1 .
men . '*
There is no reason to believe that they live in a
commercial or even an agricultural state, but there is every
reason to believe that they are sJcilled in the science of war.
On the eve of their death Nathos and i>ar-thula spend most of
their time recalling the fallen heroes in their families.
There is a love of battle expressed and a great pride in
undaunted heroism. The gloiy and satisfaction that comes to
the warrior is manifested when Colla said, "My shield is worn
2 .
with years! my sword is fixed in its place I"
"It was the custom of ancient times that every warrior
at a certain age, or when he became uni'it for the field, fixed
his arms in the great hall where the tribe feasted upon joyful
occasions. n.e was afterwards never to appear in battle; and
3.
the stage of life was called the 'time of fixing of the arms'."
We learn, too, that it is customary for children to use the
arms of their parents and ancestors. "Bring my father's arms:
thou seest them beaming to the stars. Briog the spear of Semo."
Again, Dar-thula speaks of Colla as wearing "the helmet of his
4.
fathers on his head." Gold and brass are both mentioned in
) this treatment of the story, and neither is named in the first
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i3 Hi c^vii ^xiriJ’ ovoiiad exf aoeAm. on ax OTOxfi'
si e-rori^ i’xrrf ,OsJ‘JB^a IiS*£0JXxroi^8JS ne n&v& io XBio-rrxiimoo
,'iam lo ociiBxoB aiW ni b., XXiie 6"iii '^ertr d isds evelXetf oX noexi&'i
1x) XaoiJ tnoqe Bli/iiJ-iaCl Xclb boiUbH riJBsX ii arij lo evo oxiX JsO
.aoiXiraa'l iledu ni eooieri noXliiX bjix snlXXjaos'i sxnij lioriJ
ni eXi'iq 3 js Xfl£ i>8aae 'xqpco ©IXJxjd 'io evoi a ax oionT
’ oX 8Gcx)o Xi3riX fS3 X:; oxslatXaa tuts ’jxoXs oriT .tur^xoiart XaXmJBXnjj
mow ol XIairfe ,Xixxa aIXoO no/fr/ o&'i I xiija ti ioii’xbw ortf
.S
' locBXq a Si ni Xexxx ei xiowe y/2 Ie*£bo^ rfaiw
iox':'rjaT; Tii&vo S £ds eerniX xnaion^ io moJerro e/ir.aBW jl"
iexii ,Xi9i‘i orii to x Jiinix ociBoecf ori xi94w 'xo^oaij ixijcsXioo a sa
XiiX”^ot iioqxj XeXaxjoX odlzJ adS azadw II xd oxiJ ni 'Bmia alxi
XiiB ;oXXXb 4 ni Ow* loYsn eXiBW'iaJlxi rbw .eitoiexiooo
.S .
".'aiT'iB Oftf lo ^.ixil lo euls' edJ Xailao sbw oiiX lo ogxiXa edS
.
BdS oao ox OGibiido 1.0I ^^Baioxeuo ci xi X«riX ,ooJ ;»iiJ3eX oW
:8fFXA a’tjfiXBl ^ .L'xoxaeonB hew aXnoiBq TiedX lo aciza
0
".ociec lo TBsqe eiii *5^! i*;: 6. .aiaXa axtr oX ^nitniiod oiariX xaooe uoiii
Bid lo Xemlod orix" ^ni'UkW ex? -aIXoO lo aijaaqa aUxnj -*XBa ,niasA
ni bonoijnocj dXod ©xb esf'md i>na bXoO -'.bBad eiri no exodJal
Xaxil Giix ni iecBn ai x- rlXi^n xx:b
,
-
4x 0X 8 odt lo xnor.XBOxX at rix
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for it is an accepted fact by historians that early Ireland has
an abundance of gold and brass. ”It is founded upon undoubted
fact that of all countries in the i^Kest of ilurope, Ireland was
1 .
pre-eminent for its wealth in gold.” There is little use of
music in this interpretation. Singing lamentations over the
dead hero for three days is cited, but it is of interest to
note Macpherson's introduction of the harp. In concluding the
social conditions as found in this story, it is apparent that
the people are warlike; they have a deep spirit of patriotism
for their country and affection for their families; and the
noblest work of man is the conquest of his enemies.
Although he cannot be an absolute stranger to his
own age nor can he strip himself of all the garments of the
eighteenth century, it must be admitted that for one who has
been trained in the beauties of classical learning, Christianity,
and other diversified influences it is surprising how James
kacpherson divests himself of them in treating the philosophy
of the early Celt.
There is no direct reference to religion here or to
any belief in a Superior Being, but the whole insures us that
they are by no means destitute of a religion. It is not a
wholesome religion, for throughout the entire work there is an
atmosphere of hopeless despair given. Macpherson's treatment,
in this respect has more of the Pagan influence through its
lines than the earlier legend. It must be remembered that the
saga originated in Pagan and was propagated in Christian times.
1. Literary History of Ireland - Douglas Hyde, p. 123
BUfi f>r?4dwui ili^s d-id£{^ cinijiiOJ elrl ^fais'i fie^q[€jooa ae hi si lOJ.
l"<:i dv ittjj rtccTU besjCisso't ei Jl*‘ .BSind Jbrr^- i^Xo^ xo a oiifc>i>Ky(fxj axi
aav iia£,XsiI ,aaoij/a Ic Jee**' fil ael'id’aaoo Ila io r..n'a J-Oiii
.1
’io aajj si eiadX ai aii to^ (frfaaimij -aiq
erfit levo enoi;? iiJ’aaffl^il ^aij^oio . ao 1JiiiT s 'iq lav ai sirfJ’ ai oleifca
o*? N^tioioini Jio ei dud ,JboJia si E'^tt/5 ooixlJ xo"x o'lau b&eb
r.hi N^uiluionoo nl . cruad arivf 'io csoi? oi e’ ao aaadqoiiil aioa
iariJ w aai^cqii ai Ji
,
i'sdie eidi ai &e afloiilfiaoo lijioos
cuaiioiiiiiq ’io ilixqa qeol) jls ’^odi ;©ili‘iBW si« alqoaq adJ
edJ cna ;89ilicja'i lieiii *io’± aoUosTi^i bau %'idauoo iledi 'lol
.aeimaa© aid io Jaax/pdoo edJ" e1 ca«r io aooldon
* V
Sid Oo i©:5naii 8 eia-i-oeda aa ocf iotu-ao ©:i rfgjjodv^ XA
> arii "io eiaorcijcig arii ‘to xlaaffllri qiiwsi ed a^fo *ioa xiwo
aiid odw auo loX LsJiiJifca ad jeum ii , v^-iaia&o dJnaotfrisi©'
Ei'tdC ,^ii£n.4aol Xjdoieaaio lo SdiXi/ascf edX nl X*sais';i aood
aoci'T. wod stiidiiqawB aX li coonfi/iinl Lt*lxl0xtvlii tanJo drua
TiaqoeoXIriq^ adJ aJt m&nj lo iSeeinid. ciao'/’ib aoeieriqOiiM
'lor •^Xii^e edJ
oi *so ©‘lod noigiloi CJ ocu^'i'ijlo'x doaiiX on ei ©TOfiT'
,
irfnV eu eemexil elcrfw oiid dud
,
^vilofi lolrcc qub. £ ul lolioo
£ dou hi dl ,aol‘^iloi io &dUdlJbei> soijecn o>i '^d 6*i£ '^^dJ
ti£ al ‘Tiddi JtioT siiiao oitr d uon^uoidd to'i ,a ©moa&iodv
,dn-Mndts&zd b
'
noeiauqoaii .a».vl;s zijjq<iei3 seeloqod io O'SF'nqaomJa
Bii d^roidi oonoi/I'xni &di io syiom Siirf *oeqao*i eirii nl
s.id diidd J)»*iwdraon»i ed d sun dl .bao^al nsiXia© ©du njarti tienll
.aerli nxiliBindD nl loJiajfisqo'xq aav.- xiiic ni tej. nx^^inc u^eb
SSI .q ,©i^H 8£jL>5qo\- - ©ajt^Io*£l lo \T.od3lu ,i
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Too often the specific Pagan element is blurred and forced into the
background by the Christian influence. Macpherson's contents are
plainly mythological. Par- thula is, of course, but one story in
Ossian
.
but if it is typical, it offers a much more genuine
picture of Pagan life than the first legend discussed.
Then, too, there is not one statement with the ring of
Destiny to it. Not once is -^‘ate mentioned, nor does Macpherson
commit himself as to whether the characters are responsible for
their own deaths or whether it is the will of Pate. There is,
however, a decided intervention of spiritual forces upon these
characters by the deceased. To them, the deceased exist in
airy clouds and sometimes continue to have an influence upon
their ancestors. They worship other beings greatly superior to
themselves. These gods who take an interest in their welfare
are adored. It is evident that such worship hardly originated
from a v/e 11-informed unders landing, rather they are derived
from the ii^pulses of passion and sensibility. In the apostrophe
to Par-thula's beauty we find the words, "iiVho is like thee in
1 .
heaven, light of the silent night?” Again, Par- thula speaks,
2 .
"Grhost of the noble Collal do I behold thee on that cloud?"
These dead are supposed to have prescience of the future events,
which they apparently sometimes reveal to their relatives. They
not only reveal and influence mortals, but they can control the
elements.
"The ghost' of Outhullin stalked there alone. The sigh-
ing of his breast was frequent. The decayed flame in his eye was
1. Tales of Ossian James liacpherson, p.342
2. Tales of Ossian James Macpherson, p.349
5jd; G^nl i'osi'ic't fciiij bo'X'TJfXcf ai xadoielo ollioeqe oiix ctdJ’xd ooT
G*iji e^‘ns;tiioo 8'rioei«rf^|cai^ .eon'^uitni iijiiiJ si'iriO arfj- i>iui oir^;vjujL:a
Ki 8 Olio d trcf ,©8'ii/oo lo ,8i lAlariJ -lisd . IJsoi^oIori^^yG ^Xniiiiq
©fliLTfies 01OC AOJJir: u cna^lo XI ,IaoiqpiX ex XI lx Xx;d . nfcxa&O
. J568 3Xf0 8Xi) ba€)^Ql XSTH'Orfl IteriX O’iXl aiS^iS^ lo 8-IUXoIq
/4J]
lo T^nl'i erfJ rtj It/ xiieaieJisJ s one xon ex oieriJ ,ooX ^aorfX
JD 81 oftqoivU seol ion
,
ooiioxliiem oja'*- al ooAO x oli .Xl oX '^ilxaeiL
V
10 : olcflt^xiOqaoi eia siex oaiedt erix loriJ eriw cX aa lleecaid Jininioo
,ex oi&rlT .oXjb'*i lo Xiiw oriX 8i Xx leriXoxiw lo erix x;©I» mvo iloriX
oserfX noqjx Bdoiol laiXXIiiqa lo nolxnoviexni XeXlool b ,i6vowori
«i X8i>.8 beBBQoet ©dx ,ai©riX oT .Ifesasoai) ©riX \;d eioxoaiario
fioqx eoiioi/Ilnl rx© evad oa e./iiixnoo eemixocioa baa einxoio 'iix©
ox loliaqixa ^IXi,©ts as^i»cf ladxo qldaiow '^©dr .eioXseoA© ixexiX
ei^'ilaw iledx al xaeioxui n© s::iiiX odw ex>o^ oeadT .ee’xXoemodX
i»sX©fll3xio ^XJbijttd qidsiow doixe xerix Xiiediv© el Xl .JDoioij© ©i©
XeYlioJb ©1© ^edX ‘lodX©*! ,^iixxc©X aiolxu; ^o£aioli2l-iX£>w a (DOi'i
oriqoix 3oq© ©:iX nl ,"p iii(SlQaez baa aolBeao lo aeaXJxq I ©riX ao'il
r;x oedx eoill ax od’v/" ,eXiov; ©dx XaX'i ©w e '©iurix-i^vi oX
.1
,
sxJijoqa jtiXimx-i-^. ,fll©5va '’?Xdsia XnsXia ©dX lo Jd:%U , aevaad
.S
”?Xi;oXo XadX no ©sdX bloxied I oX 'aiXoC ©Xdoa arix lo jaodO"
,eXaov© eiuxi/1 sdx lo ©onoioaeiq arjsi oX Xsj^oqqaa ©i© d©©X ©aanl
^odl .s9Vlx©Xei ilodX oX Xaevsi eemixemoe TiXxaoiiaqq© doldw
edx XoiXaoo aoo i©dJ xx/d ,aX©xiom ©ooeuilnl £>ii© laovei ^Xao xofl
.aXxeDmoX©
-d^ia sdl .©iioX© ©leriX bsi^aSs iilXXi/dxuC lo xaod^ edl”
9AW o'^e aid nX eca^l bs^^aoob- edl .Xneupoil e©w xs©aid Bid lo :%al
S^d.q ,noeioriqy©ii bon:©L xtalaaG lo eeX^i'x .X
ti^o.q ,noei©dqo©k .©fliwG nsxeaO lo soXaT .S
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terrible I His spear was a column of mist. The stars looked dim
through his form. His voice was like hollow wind in a cave; his
1 .
eyes a li^it sees afar. He told the tale of grief." In this
poem the Christian element is dimmed into oblivion, and the Pagan
dominates the background. It is a mythology teeming with
idealism
.
Death in Dar-thula is not the Alpha; it is not an
awakening to an eternal ideal world. Instead, it seems to be an
adversary without remorse. Hathos thus speaks of death: "Then
2 .
would my hand be strong, as the flaming arm of death." "Death
3. 4.
attends its dreary course." "Death dimly sat behind his sword,"
The Pagan philosophy of death is expressed in the song of the
bards over Dar-thula 's tomb. "When wilt thou rise in thy beauty,
5.
first of Hrin's maids? Thy sleep is long in the tomb."
These ancients inscribed to each individual oak tree
an inhabiting god or goddess. When the tree was cut down, the
god or goddess perished. The individual oak tree, separate and
whole was a sacred and inviolable object; it has never existed
before in its wholeness, and it is supposed never to exist again
in i ts entirety. Macpherson eludes to this Pagan idea v^en he
describes the death of the sons of Usnoch. "They fell like three
young oaks, which stood alone in the hill. The traveller saw the
lovely trees and wondered how they grew so lonely: the blast of
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,
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he returned hut they were withered and the heath was bare.”
In this version i->ar-thula pierces her breast with an
arrow as she stands over the slain Hath os. There is no anticipa-
tion on her part of meeting Hath os after death;- she merely
t
eludes the agony of a living death. The ref erences . to religion,
life, and death are few in this version, but Macpherson might
feel as Patrick Graham does v^en he writes, "The Druids possessed
exclusively the higner mysteries of religion. The bards in
ordejT next in dignity had a different department assigned to
them. Is it not probable, then, that the latter were expressly
prohibited from encroaching upon the premises of their superiors,
by intermingling religion- if they had any knowledge of its
mysteries, which is likely they had not- with the secular sub-
2 .
jects of their song." Personally, I do no t agree with this
statement, for in the original story as found in Hyde's
"Literary History of Ireland," in r^eating's "History of
Ireland," or in the "Irische Texte" there is much more philosophy
than found in Macpher son ' s treatment.
But if he fails to give us ideas of the early Celts'
philosophy of life and death and of Pate, he has by no means
neglected the influence of nature upon them. With the criticism
in mind that "the vagueness and unreality of natural phenomena
described in Ossian have long bear felt to be one of the great
3.
objections to its genuineness," it cannot be denied that the
1. Poems of Ossian James Liacpherson, p. 354-355
2. Essays on Authenticity of Ossian.. Patrick Graham, p. 43-44
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I3L2. *-iJ ivr 8 *50*101 -iGil eoo'ioiq Dolbiov flriJ g1
-jbCiloiX iXi* on ei eioriS .aofUiili nl Jdle orfX lov o a fcftt'.Xs oriu ts^s wcniii
'fiXB’ioQi Oiie ;riJBofi 'leXla QorfXnld s^iiXsooi 'io J*! isq *iod no aoiJ
«
,noigiio*r oXv asoneie lei exiT .rtfijeb ^xvll m Io '^^11038 aril aobiriQ.
Xri?|iXm no::;ierigo.-4X Sisd
.
ooleiov tixir ai v/el ei4 riJiioL Jbu^ ,e’lii
boBBoesoq aliind erfi"
,
8 sJX*iw ert aoxfsv aoot :iol'iXe‘i ea lesl
ni BjDiijd &rfT .floi^uiXf’*! 1 0 a8i'ieXB\iin Tengirf erij ^Xevi eirioxo
/
Leu^Sio&ii Jfxa:iJii5qeX jno'iol'ilb n bisri al Xx0a..teX»io
v.Xaeo'iqxo 8 'tew oriX XiiiiX .sicfedoiq xon xi el .’aoxlX
.eioiioquB lierlX' Xo tiO •ime'iq edx noqix ^ai riojso'ione mo'il beXidirioiq
BXl lo e^belwocQt bai Tjerfj 11 -noi^iXei snll-'jflioiioXai ^cf
-difa 'itlMooa erfX nXX^.' -xon bad ^eriJ ^e. iX ei rioidw .eoiiexe^m
• bi
einX riXiw eei^ .* oa ob 1 ,*4lXi5ft e*tG'-t ilerix ‘io aXoot
g‘ {^ b\d ni bnuoX an' ^oXs Xaaisx*io edx iix to'x , xn 8A10X xsX a
’
t \
lo ^'loxeiH" a'gaixao^ nl ' ’\bnaleil lo vfox aii*
\,dqo3oIidq crt oai rioura si eiodX *'oxxeT 9do8l*il’' edX nl *10 ” , baaXeil
\,a aofaXJ^oiX 8* aoeiariqoiiil flX baxjDl auxi;
f
'.aXXf'J \:i*iae eriX lo eaebi ea evis aixal ed 11 xaS
ana jm on \icf aeri «ari ,oJa*t lo baa nXaeb baa o’iii lo \;riqo80linq
roaiolXiio edx dXiW .aroriX aoqa eiaXan ^o ©oaearial edx beXooljisa
anemooedq iaiaXan lo ’^llao'ixia laa aaonoirp.av oiiX” xaxix aaioi ax
Xa-'i'q odX lo 9a< ©d oX Xlol rx)od ^lol s art aalaeO al bediio.;©!
• c»
edx X artX be 1 neb ©d Xokmao >tl “ .aasaGalane^ ^xl oj aaoi^ool^do
ilrt?:,-^6c..q , fioaiofiquaid setuab fialaeO lo a-neox. *1
M-»S^.q .flitdirit doliXeH ..nidaaO lo .j lo tja©nXui» ao s^atad .1
,
©'xarai© rlu. \;*iaxfi©b dXaeoJd>ld lo '^’xo/sxH j. .0
o^b%q , ©eeoC blu/Cib.:-
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oharaoters are exalted by a passionate love for wild nature.
There is a Jceen sympathy for the grandeur, austerity, and
majesty of nature,
iiuoh diversified scene ry in the country as mountains,
lakes, and virgin forests could not help being a powerful
effect on the characters. There are no lengthy descriptions.
of nature, nor does it seem to be used as a background for
the action; but there are countless figurative allusions to
nature. Many of the actions of the oharaoters are compared
to the mysteries of nature; Uathos said, "My soul brightened
in the presence of war, as the green narrow vale when the
sun pours his streamy beams before he hides his head in a
1 . 2 .
storm," Again, "we oame like a stream by night,"
Finally, "'They slowly, gloomily retired like clouds that
3.
long having threatened rain, rush behind the hills," In
spite of the monotony this imaginative interpretation of the
scenery emphasizes nature's influence on the lives of the
people, all through the poem, then, there is an unspeakable
sadness that broods over the landscape; its infinite melan-
choly and its titantic force against man depicts a pathos of
life.
Macpherson's motive in telling Dar-thula is to
restore something beautiful that has faded into the folds
of a worn tapestry. In his apparent effort to re-create
something exquisitely lovely he loses the significance of the
original theme, Dar-thula 's love is not the love of Deirdre,
1, Poems of Ossian
2 tl H II
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for she fails to impress the reader with the heauty of her love.
But with all its shortcomings it is true that ’’there will be
left in the book a residue with the very soul of the Celtic
genius in it, and which has the proud distinction of having
brought the soul of the Celtic genius into contact with the
1 .
genius of modern Europe, and enriched all our poetry by it.”
The chief similarities and dissimilarities between
Macpherson's ’’Bar-thula” and that of the first interpretation
are these;
1. Both styles are simple, but Macpherson' • adds
grandness and color to his writing with the introduction of
countless figures of speech. All the characters' names
(with the exception of ardan) are different in the later story.
E. There is far less of the classical balance in
”Dar-thula” than in the translation found in Hyde's "Literary
History of Ireland."
3. Jj^ewer allusions to the social conditions of the
early Celts are found in "Dar-thula" than in the former version.
Macpherson's stresses the fact that these people are skilled
in military tactics.
4. Less philosophy is found in the later interpre-
tation.
a. Like the first story there is no reference
to a Superior Being.
b. Uniixe the unknown author's version, neither
Destiny nor -t'ate is mentioned. The supernatural
in both, thou^, plays an important part. Macpherson
1. On the Study of Celtic Literature -Matthew Arnold, p.ll6
aedl lo \rsjH96 orfJ d3 •xtvi)ae'i Qdi atit)':qwjt Ovf 8iJL«l aria lo'x
ocf iXiv a-ieriJ" i’isriJ’ ©W'i'^ ai itx ssnimoOiJ 'loria aaJ, iis riJhv ifyd
ojfccfXoO 9 riJ 'to Xi;o8 x'iQV ariX ffcMv/ o'jLIso’X li iiOQri ariJ ni Jlol
^rttvari lo nc^lXpijlveiO tiso’iq axtr qbA rioiriw ai airluog
eda rUl\s oJax ai/iaas oiXleO oriJ lo iisoe qA^ iriBt^o'iri
"xll ’^rf .'^i'xcteoq lixo ila jbt)riox^ie Jbiia ,eqo'iuX. inabom lo exiiiieB
ii&0wl©cf 8 ©illiaJLlnil sex 0 i>nji 8©lx li.8iicilfi lalrio ©ri'x
aoiJ laill oril lo l*iril 6n© "xsj-Uacr -laU” e 'flOsioriqoaX;
;©B©riJ o'ta
abX>^ /' npftiftriq.'-'xiil liirf .©iqoilc ©iaj &: X^cle xfioS .1
lo noil ouXoilnl eal riliw snii-i'iw 'Siri ol lolo o Xxia ea©flJ>ria*iB
eoiTifcU ' e*i©l oaixirio ©xtr liii .xlooaqe lo aaiifsil eaeilnxroo
.\iio^8 lalisX ©rix al laeiellii) oixi (xu>Ji)iii lo aoilq©t»xo ©riJ riJlw)
ill ©OiialBri XiJOl3Bcio ©ril lo feaaX ial ©*iorTi’ .S
s'0X'^ ai Xfujol ncivraiWii'XJ orlJ ai aariJ *' aXx/ril -laL"
;
”
. tfUiXQ'xI lo ^'xojbXE
©rti lo BuciXiXnoo Xaioou oriJ ox afloxbaXX© lewoq
.aoXa-xev looiiol ©ril xiX asix ’'aXuriX-i^a" ni Xm/ol ©la aJXoO
iieXXX^ie ©‘lij ©Xqoeq o»a©riJ JxiriX lox^l eriX eeaeaixa e ' ao©i©rvqoaoi
.3oiXt)jiiJ' >iT.iiXiXIiii iti
-o'lqxeXni loXiix ©liJ ni xanol ai • ^riqoBoXXriq Bea^
.ilOlJjiiJ
eocoTolei ofi ei ©leriX Xaiil oxix ©jiiJ.- .*i
- .^ii©a loi'ii'qau ox
leriXien ,noi8:iav’ e'lorixxrx: awocoion ©riX ©>iXnU .d ' ;
Ij3-n/XBni©qiJa oriT .ijonolxcocn ei ion XX sod
noaiorlqo^i^ »X*X:xq xnjBX'xoqoJi na s^iiXq , /tguorix ,riXod ni
OXX.q I'XonijB. wariXJxiiX- eixrXa'r©Xi*i oiXXaC lo ’iXxrXt srix nU
.X
32 .
introduces ghosts, which the earlier author
does not do.
c. Strange, thou^ it may seem, the Scotch-
man incorporates more of the Pagan atmosphere
than the old hard.
d. This fact is especially emphasized in
the degree of influence of nature found in each
poem. In the second treatment the story is sub-
ordinated throu^out to nature and her power.
Introduction to Celtic Renaissance
In 1690 Wixliam Butler Yeats wrote, "A true literary
consciousness - national to the centre - seems gradually to
be forming out of all this disguising and prettifying, this
penumbra of half-culture. We are preparing for a new Irish
literary movement - like that of '48 - that will show itself
1 .
in the first lull in politics.” He was a true prophet. For
thirty-five years now a group of Irishmen have been trying to
arouse the sympathy of the world in Ireland's past and present.
Only those who appreciate that this desire represents a move-
ment very close to Ireland's heart can truly apprehend its
value. In recalling the heroic tales and tragic stories
of the past, and in relating the modern life in Ireland they
hope to cultivate the finer elements of national spirit.
Much of this literature in the Celtic Renaissance
does catch and preserve for us the romance and spirituality
in the old legends. These impassioned renderings are success-
1. William B* Yeats -- Horatio S. Kraus, p. 10
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ful chiefly because of their native inspiration. Most of the
Irish poets and story-tellers today are drawn inevitably to
the retelling of one great theme - the story of the tragic
Queen Deirdre and the trouble she brought to her tom country.
Today, this story dominates the literature of Celtic folk-lore;
it appears in poems, plays, and novels. Its influence is a
powerful pollen, blossoming most exquisitely in the hands of
Synge, Yeats, and '*a.E. " By studying the popular folk- tale,
Beirdre .as re-created by these three men we can obtain a
reflection of some of the mental and moral changes of atti-
tude in Ireland since the first century. Be irdre is a touch-
stone by which the moral sensitiveness of the nation, to a
certain extent, can be gauged,
Yeats* Interpretation
"There are few Irish writers whose concern is with
things Irish who have not retold this, the greatest love story
of Ireland; but none of them, from Sir Samuel J’erguson down
to our own day, have retold it so nobly as Mr. Yeats, save only
Synge, and his restatement of it, of the whole story from
Beirdre's girlhood to her death, has about it a grandeur
and triumphing beauty that make further retellings not to be
1 .
tolerated." In 1906 William Butler Yeats produced his
Beirdre at the Abbey Theatre, Bublin.
Three musicians, a dark-faced messenger and a dark
faced executioner are additional characters. There are but
1. Irish Plays and Playwrights - Cornelius Weygandt, p.61
©ncr !io ^RoU . noij miqsal 'li&tSj "ic oauj^ced ^’ioldo l^'i
oj ^Id^Jireai mv^'ix 0'i£ azbllej ‘'^‘xoJ-a Lxs^ aJ-»oq rielil
eriJ- lo
-i'lOvJ-fc Qfij - ensriJ^ J’eo'i^ exio 'io salllecTei erLS
.'^n-j-fufoo inot lerf ocr exle ©Idxroicr axtj oULiisc. iioqjj^
;eioX-j{Iol oivTleO 'lo 91^1,1 bibHx eriJ aoXunlaioi) '^loia bxaI
a'&i oonoirirni a;ll ."lovoxi in*;
,
8'^iilq ,emooq ai e'ljooqqii ji
lo Biaarl srfJ nl ^Icvl is ii/pxo J-eoni ^^alwocaold ,noIIoq Ix/iievv'oq
,oUj-:ilol




n ali^ldo nao aw aarn eoiilj- aao^J- x^
lo Bs^narfo ixaofli bn^ Xxiwfiaffl ori*! io omoa '±0 nolloel'iei
-floyoj n bi szbzl 0^ .\;’ix;J'a9 o j-yiiX ©fti eonia injaia-il ni oinj




riJiw 3l iizooaoo aeoriv eioxi'iw rieiil wo'l ©'in o'rexiT"
141018 yvoi laelnji^ ©dj ,aldJ iioja'i Xon ©vnxl o/i'^ rieiil e^airU
mob iiceiT' zo'i lajinusL lit moi'i ,ai8 i(i io ©non ijd ibaalezl lo
Xlno GViss ,sXn©Y ,zU en \idon oa Ji ilojei ©vnd ,xjsl nv/o ix'O oj
mo'ix ^loja ©lodv. ©lij io ,ii lo in xmej nJ &&'i jiia xui; ,e^axi
’wob(hiz:% n II lijocfn and ,riinoJb lad oJ iooriiii^ ©‘©xiiioo.
od 11 Ion s^illolei 'xedi'inl ©inxu Inrij '411/n©d gnidqnu/i'ii liig
bid b&ouiozq elnsY
-ssluj-d ffliiiili.i dObx nl ***^". ooln*C:.ioi
ajildnc.
,
9iinedT '^eddi^ ©di Jb ezbzie^
^Zjit n in© Tdsneaaeci iecBl-Aifii jb ,’8anlciai/Gi ooiril
Jifd om ©lodT .eiol on-ixto InxioiJ ijbia ©m lonoiinooio .Jboonl
lo.q ,iian*3^©v; aniXflniot > eJ-dsizwxui^ biu. bxj^I^ deiil .1
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four other characters in the play: Deirdre, Naisi, Fergus
and King Gonchuhar. Here the King's and the lover's names
are changed again.
Lite Macpher son's version it offers only the last
incident in the lives of Deirdre and Haisi. Despite Yeats'
vision, the fault of omission shows that he is not a master
of the old Celtic legend. There are hut one or two differ-
ent incidents in the story worthy of comment. The story
opens in a guest-house in the woods; three musicians,
comparable to the Greek chorus, chant the early story of
Deirdre' 3 life. Another difference is Gonchuhar 's willingness
to let Naisi go, providing Deirdre becomes his wife. Haisi
is killed by an executioner in this treatment.
The style of this is very different from either of
the preoediiig treatments. It is a poetic drama , wri t ten in
blank verse; but it is, for the most part, melodious. It is
poetry before it is a drama. His imaginative genius creates
a style filled with subtlety and dignity. "The large
proportion of monosyllabic endings that reach a natural pause
1 .
at the close of the line is remarkable." Passages in the
drama rise to pure poetry; their sheer beauty and music result
in a temporary 'escape from the mundane world. But there are
passages that seem less inspired and less rapturous; with
these melodic curves Mr. Yeats at times carries his reader
through the spacious gateway into the unknown; at other times
1. W. B. Yeats — Forrest Reid, p. 116
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the reader feels that the author is dwelling on the very surface
of things.
The influence of the T’rench Symbolist School is felt
in this play. He clothes his drama with symbols that are
1 .
"principles of the mind" rather than actual personages. These
symbols, I feel, can only be understood completely by the
Irish who are well versed in the early folic-tales and super-
stitious. Haisi asics Deirdre,
"What is left to say
2 .
Now that the seven years' himt is at an end?"
Seven has always symbolized completeness, and the word "hunt"
here means the lovers have been searching for beauty and
happiness in life. Throughout the play Yeats fuses idea and
symbol so neatly that they at once become one. It cannot be
denied that when one thinks about the incidents in the play,
he knows that the ideas receive a new memorableness because
of the symbolism.
The drama, unlike the other two treatments, is
subjective. There is more of Yeats in it than there is of
Deirdre. In this work the author gives more attention to
technique and form than he does to the idea. The theme is sub-
ordinated by literary occupations. iPriaarily he is a crafts-
man in Deirdre
.
deliberately trying to create artistic beauty.
With this assiduous attention to dramatic technique the poetry
lacks sustained spontaneity. Like Virgil, his interest in
1. English Literature During the Last Half Century, J. W. Cunliffe ,p230
0
2. Plays in Prose and Verse - W. B. Yeats, p. 222
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the form has resulted in rewriting the play many times, hut
the reader feels that sheer poetical qualities are lost at the
expense of this. Ihe repose, quietude ^and dignity in Yeats'
Deirdre ^as well as the musicians who compare to the Greek
chorus, are borrowed from the classic stage, "art is art
1 .
because it is not nature,” applies to Yeats.
xhere is a magic and color to some of the poetry
which manifests Yeats' vivid Irish imagination. Imagination,
the v/i:j£Gd messenger, drenches him in a poetic dream v,hen
he writes:
"Do you remember that first night in the woods
\ie lay all night on leaves, and looking up
k.hen the first grey of the dawn awoke the birds,
dav/ leaves above us? You thought that I still slept
And bending down to kiss me on the eyes,
Found they were open. Bend and kiss me now
2 .
For it nny be the last before our death.”
But the imagination in Yeats is not that fotnid in the
earlier romantic treatment. "Bow the awakening of reason brings
with it the obscuring of imagination, and the arts, being the
products of imagination wrought upon by 'the memory of mankind'
cannot live under the reign of reason but only where the
reason sleeps; for ail art is an emanation from the 'memory of
3.
mankind.” Yeats' imagination is tempered with reason and
intelleot. afraid that his age v/ili not accept dreams and
1. The German Glassies - Maxims and Reflections of Goothe, Vol.II,p.369
2. Plays in Prose and Poetry - W.B. Yeats, p. 219
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divine visions, Yeats has Deirdre*s revelations come through
reasoning rather than through intuition. She says to the mu-
sician :
Deirdre - ’’i'Ui, now I catch your meaning
that the king
Will murder liaisi, and keep me alive”
First Musician - ”Tis you that put that meaning upon words
1 .
Spoken at random”
Again Deirdre depends upon facts and not intuition
when she says,
’’Wanderers like you
V/ho have their wit alone to keep their lives
Speak nothing that is hitter to the ear
At random; if they hunt at all
Their eyes and ears have gathered it so lately
2 .
That it is crying out in them for speech.”
kr. Yeats' view of natxire in Deirdre is not that of
the real romanticist. It is subjective; nati re is never e'^oked
for her own sake. Mature is nsed as a symbol for an idea.
In the first version given in this paper there is no
apparent amlysis of character. We know and understand the
people only through their actions. In Yeats' drama, as in the
nineteenth century interpretations there is more psychological
piquancy. It is here that we realize that the author of today has
remodeled his oharacters because modern society has changed ideas
1. Plays in Fiose and Poetry - W. B. Yeats, p. 207
2. Plays in ^rose and Poetry - W. B. Yeats, p. 207
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of life and people.
Deirdre of the old tale is forceful of purpose.
Vflien she sees Kaoise, she is determined that he will take her
away. He does. 8he is steadfast in her devotion and her
untamed nature and primitive mind are apparent throughout.
In Yeats' drama Deirdre is a different woman entirely. She
is softened by the civilization in which the author lives;
she has become a sentimental heroine sobbing,
"I was not alone like this
When Gonchubar first chose me for his wife;
I cried in sleeping or waking and he came,
1 .
But now there is worse need.”
There is an artificiality about Deirdre in this treatment;
her adornments, jewels, and pigment on her cheeks detract
from the genuineness of the maiden in the old legend. Still
again, the heroine in this play is the twentieth century woman,
trying her wits against her husband's.
Bxcept for the difference in the character of Deirdre
there is little difference in the material on the social condi-
tions in Yeats' drama. He does introduce that the moor-hen,
the mallard, and the speckled heath cock were served on golden
dishes for the king. This is a refinement of civilization
that cannot be found in the Ireland of the first century,
iinimal and bird worship is widespread in the early Celtic
civilization. It is believed that they did not eat the hen,
goose, or hare, although they kept them for domestic animals.
1. Plays in Prose and Poetry - W. B. Yeats, p.888
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Mention of Deirdre's linen cupboards shows a more
highly civilized people. Perhaps the failure to mention the
bardic or druidical institution classifies the story more as
a twentieth century one. Yeats introduces a later civiliza-
tion in his treatment when he writes,
"I have never met any of your kind
1 .
But tteit I gave them money, food, and fire.'*
'*It is true that the Irish Celts, despite their mineral wealth,
never minted coin. 'A little reflection, ' says Professor
Ridgeway, 'shows us that it has been quite possible for people
to attain a high degree of civilization without feeling any
2 .
need of what are properly termed coins.'"
"His effects are produced by the application
of a philosophy which a careless reader might be inclined to
dismiss as vague and obscure, were it not that in certain
prose writings we find it stated with complete lucidity, and
3.
reduced to a more or less ordered system." Therein lies
one of the chief differences between Yeats' De irdre and
the old Celtic legends. Philosophy is not divorced from
liteiature in the old version; today, the author finds it
necessary to write his philosophical opinion in addition
to the play. Perhaps it will be well to cite his own state-
ments; "I believe in three doctrines;
1. That the borders of our mind are ever shifting
and that many minds can flow into one another, as it were,
and create or reveal a single mind, a single energy.
2. That the borders of our memories are as shifting,
1. Plays in Prose and Poetry- Yeats, p.207
2. Literary History of Ireland - Douglas Hyde, p.l26
3. W.B. Yeats - Porrest Reid, p.201
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and that our memories are a part of one great memory, the memory
of litature herself.
3. "That this great mind and great memory can he evoked
1 .
hy symbo Is . '*
In shifting his mind to the first century he should, then,
evoke from the great memory the true philosophy of Deirdre and
the heroes of the Red Branch.
In his play Yeats has introduced for the first time a
definite reference to a Supreme Power. Deirdre appeals to this
Power in her prayer,
"0, Mover of the stars
That made this delicate house of ivory
£
And made my soul its mistress, keep it safe I”
Still again she speaks of such a Power as "the Ever-loving."
But the author returns to the polytheistic religion of the
early Celt \i^en he has Baisi say,
"Leave the gods' handiwork unblotched, eind wait
3.
Por their decession, our decession is passed."
In mentioning the Supreme Power Yeats has not detached
himself from his own surroundings. His habitual v«ay of thinking
about GrOd is not pushed aside so that Deirdre and Haisi can
express their views.
Yeats does not lose a chance to introduce all the deep
wisdom of the subtle beliefs of Destiny in early Celtic religion.
The author, though, has not completely forgotten the adornments
1. VV. B. Yeats - Porrest Hied, p. E04
2. Plays in Prose and Poetry,- W. B. Yeats, p.207
3. Plays in Prose and Poetry - W. B. Yeats, p. 212
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of his own religion; he has not lost his identity in the presence
of J?ate and become insignificant; therefore, he cannot he the
most magical of magicians.
The musicians, comparable to the Greelc chorus, are
symbols of Destiny. Their forebodings prepare the audience for
the treachery of the King. But these musicians have no depth;
we do not feel a mysterious awe when in their presence. Instead,
the reader feels the Christian irrational defiance of Destiny.
There is a magic of the individual will and defiance of Pate
when Deirdre says.
"Let's out and die
It
Or brealc away if the chance favour us.
1 .
Kven Daisi revolts against Pate in Hi is play when he decides to
return to the mountains with Deirdre.
Destiny is not supreme and inevitable in Yeats' drama.
It is not the ins urmomatable foe, for the author has introduced
the more modern idea of free will. Naisi decides to return with
Deirdre, but Pergus prevents it with these words,
"Men blamed you that you stirred a quarrel up
That has brought death to many. I have made
peace
Poured water on the fire; but if you fly
2
King Conchubar may think that he is mocked."
In this treatment Deirdre defies Pate and takes her own life.
Destiny is not so much that which is predestined, but
1. Plays in Prose and Poetry - W.B. Yeats, p.215
2. " " " " " W.B. Yeats, p.211
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it is that which is appointed as part of the moral order of the
universe. Heason and intellect stamp out the beauty and charm
of the Destiny found in the early Celtic philosophy. No longer




Here, too, there is little reference to other spiritual
interventions. There are but few references to supernatural
beings and their powers over men. Deirdre does say, however,
"I have heard thee Hver-loving warn mankind
By changing clouds and casual accidents
1 .
Or what seems so.”
So subtly does Yeats mention the superstition of the influence
of the dead that one wonders if it is any more than a dramatic
finger-post. Naisi and Deirdre are playing chess before Zing
Conchubar arrives, and Naisi says,
"It is the board
Where Lughaidh Redstripe and that wife of his
Who had a seamew’s body half the year,
2 .
Played at chess upon the night they died.”
Probably the most pronounced Celtic philosophy in Yeats'
Deirdre pertains to life and death. Since Yeats is an acknowledged
mystic, his chief interest should be in what lies beyond and not in
the world of men and women. The world, limited by time, should
^ mean nothing to him whose interest probably rests in the unchanged,
enduring, spiritual realm. This is to a small degree, the
philosophy that he portrays in his play. Life is beautiful to
1. Plays in Prose and Poetry - Vi/.B. Yeats
,
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Deirdre only when she has Naisi; without him, it is empty and
worthless. She shuns the wealth and position that King Oonchubar
offers her, for her life is deeper, stranger, and more insubstan-
tial than his reason v;ould allov;. She is so aware of the pure
beauty of this life that she senses that every hour alive is an
escape from death. She feels that life here ha s a dignified and
tragic significance.
Probably Yeats in no other way commingles the Pagan and
the Christia.n ideas as he does in the doctrine of life and death.
Contrary to Deirdre' s idea of beauty of life she has a cynical
view of the after-life. This is shown in these v.'ords:
"Our way of life has brought no friends to us
And if we do not buy them leaving it,
1 .
T7e shall be ever friendless."
On the other hand, Uaisi finds the v.orld an ugly, dis-
torted place. He says,
"For I have found no truth on any tongue
O
Cj •
That not of iron."
The musicians too, express the futility of life in,
,
"There's nothing in the v/orld
That has been friendly to us but the kisses
That were upon our lips, and when we are old,
nO •
Their meaning will be all the life we have."
The iiiusicians' song, showing no belief in immortality is stressed
by Fergus' request,
1. Plays in Prose and Poetry-W.B. Yeat s, p.216
2. Plays in Prose and Poetry-T7.B. Yeet s, p.214
3. Plays in Prose and Poetry-1!7. P. Yeat s, p.206
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"Come now, a verse
Of some old time not worth remembering
1 .
all the lovelier because a bubble.”
I
There is a predominance, however, throughout Yeats'
play of the Christian attitude. Where in the old legend can
one find such Christian kindness as this,
Fergus. - "If I had thought so little of mankind
I never could have moved him to this pardon.
I have believed the very best of every man,
and find that to believe it is enough
To make a bad man show him at his best
2 .
Or even a good man swing his lantern higher."
Does Yeats not introduce into his Celtic legend Victorian
morality and dogmatic philosophy in such platitudes as:
3.
"And find that to believe it is enough”
4
"We listen to the wise and so turned fools”
"It is but wisdom to do willingly
6
.
V/hat has to be.”
Yeats' Christian background is responsible for the belief
in immortality in this play. He cannot forget his ov/n view of im-
mortality when he writes in Deirdre . His own view as we find it
elsewhere is: "The other world is very close to us, and we can make
1. Plays in Prose and Poetry - W.B. Yeats, p.l99
2 ” ” " " ” ” ” ” p.205
3. ” ” " " ” ” ” " p.205
4. ” ” " " ” ” ” " p.214
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45 .
our minds so like still water that beings gather around us that
they may see, it may be, their own images, and so live for a
moment with a clearer perhaps even with a fiercer life because of
our quiet.' These are the beings we shall be among when we die
1 .
if we but keep our natures simple and passionate I” Just such
an immortality - that of the twentieth century - is evident in
Uaisi's words,
"Had you been here when that man and his queen
Played so high a game, could you have found
an ancient poem for the praise of it?
It should have set out plainly that those two
Because no man and woman have loved better.
Might sit on there contentedly, and weigh
E.
The joy comes after.”
finally, the musician, symbolic of Pate, sings,
"When love's longing is but drouth
3.
Por the things come after death."
The King reviews his humiliation at the time that Ilaisi
ran away with Beirdre; but he states that he will have mercy on
him. Yeats has given Conchubar a Christian mercy, for in the old
legend he is relentless.
External nature is not brought into the conscious part-
nership with man's joys and sorrows as it is in the two earlier
treatments. Nature is not evoked for her own sake. The scenery,
a decorative background, at once gives an inexpressible feeling
1. W. B. Yeats - Porrest Heid, p.205
E. Plays in Prose and Poetry - W.B. Yeats, p.E16
3. Plays in Prose and Poetry - W.B. Yeats, p gie
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of melancholy. It harmonizes with the action, but the mode of
utterance about nature is perceptably altered. This is a
transformed nature myth into a chivalry romance. Only once
throughout the whole play is there a Joyous intercourse with
nature; when Deirdre recalls the night in the woods with Uaisi,
there is a delicious abandonment of the self, only once does
the author return us to that priraal elementalism of the forces
of man and the forces of nature. Wild Paganism and the
primitive interpretation of nature is not found anyv/here.
nature's influence in the old Celtic legend is the beat and
pulse of the story. In the twentieth century version nature
loses her mysterious elements and her power.
Yeats' primary purpose in writing i^eirdre is to re-
create his dream of the maiden in true dramatic speech. This
modern version has missed the beautiful motive and idea of the
early Celtic romance. In his redevelopment of the lyric and
epic in dramatic form he achieves success if the audience is
content to hear music only; but if it is interested in dramatic
action, the play is a failure. There is lack of characterization,
and the element of suspense is needed. Great drama gives to
youth - experience, to middle age - calmness, and to old age -
youth. It should effect a greater tolerance for man and his
weakness. Yeats fails completely in these respects in Deirdre .
"The meeting in modern Ireland of the modern with the
ancient spirit is an important event, not only in the literary
but in the spiritual history of Ireland; and perhaps the full
significance of the work of Mr. Yeats will only be apparent eventually
1. anglo-Irish iissays - John iSglinton, p.87
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About Yeats' drama, then, the following can be con-
cluded:
1. It is a poetic drama, written in blank verse that
is fused with symbols. More attention is given to the form and
technique than to the idea.
E.. Character analyzation is far more prevalent than
in the early version.
3. The classical influence is superimposed upon the
romantic
.
4. a more refined and sentimental society exists in
Yeats' treatment than in the original.
5. The philosophy in Yeats' Deirdre is tempered by
twentieth century ideas.
a. The Christian defiance and revolt
against i^ate greatly exceeds the unquestioning acceptance of
Des tiny.
b. One feels that Yeats has lost much in
failing to more impressively state the spiritual interventions
found in the old legend.
c. The predominance of the Christian attitude
is evident in the characters' ideas of life and death -- time
and eternity. Christian kindness and mercy have sentimentalized
the characters.
d. Mature is merely a decorative background to
Yeats; it no longer has the power that is found in the early
Celtic version.
6. Yeats' purpose in writing the play detracts from
the whole. He makes the literature so attractive that the epic
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.SjidfX'i \iis3-[iQo riJ&ivTnewJ
wlOYd-i Xfiwi ©oui-i'tex. r.<©xjaJ'xdC* &dl .a
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. ooiLL^qaoo^ guiixolJsaupnjx ©rtl faxe©...xo -.^j eija'a jaalj^T^xi
* i^ilX J 6oC.
ui Douxi J 3l1 6/xi :^sl* X ii/li 6X©oY ©nO .d
eno iv li© iieu ni XaxrJiiiqs ori<i oJa/e \,ievi aua'xqioi snom oiT ^aiXia'l
.I)i.©So-^ odJ ill Xnuo^
GLud d
a
fifilj 3l*xxlC/ ©rij' Yo oonixiiGiOip'iq ©riY' ,.o
etuiJ ciJisQb ixiB elxX io aaeti 'aioJoaiudo ©lij ni Jn©i:Iv6 ax
bosilisineinl J'n&s ©van \ix*ioiD Las usarixaiA ixaiiei'xdi; .\,liaiol© Xxxa
• wJL*XxiX10 Oa1«J
ox inxfoigjioxjif ©viJaiDooX' a ^Xoioai &i
.X
©fix ni hiuici Bi X levoq ©rix bad 'iQT^noI ou xi laj^eY
«IlCi8X©Y oisloL
fflOTi eXoaiXsi) ^©Xq urfx «uiXi*x\v ai © iOq'ijjq ’aXa&Y .6
©iq© 6/fX Jadx OYi j : a 08 ©mx©*if-x xl &rtX a03i*yn ©n . ©Xonw ©dj
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and lyric are enjoyed at the expense of the historical character
of the age.
’’Deirdre of the dorrows** by J. li. iynge
Turning from Yeats' Deirdre to John Synge's Deirdre of
the Sorrows (1910), the reader is delighted and refreshed with a
much more faithful re-creation of Ihe old Celtic civilization and
its spirit. Synge, throughout the drama, lives very close to the
rich, wild life of the people of the first century. He catches
the gleam of the old Celtic literature; he unites a spiritual
vision with an expression of everlasting truths. The things of
the day (the present day) matter little to Synge, for he deals
with people filled with the oldest and most enduring passions of
the world.
The additional characters found in this version that
are not given in the old legend are:
Old Woman - - - Lavarcham's servant
Owen - - - Conchuhar's attendant and spy.
Both are introduced for dramatic intensity.
The omissions of important incidents in Macpher son's
and Yeats' treatments are not found in Synge's work. The chief *
differences in the relation of the story are: It opens in Lavarcham's
house on Slieve ij'uadh, and Deirdre is in her twentieth year. The
only incidents given in*retrospect are Deirdre 's hirth and child-
hood. Daisi admits his fear to j’ergus that some day he may tire of
Deirdre; and she, overhearing it, is the one who persuades Haisi to
'to o«H0<p:o eri J ta toxo‘fio eia siaN;! Uia
.9-pfi OiiJ 1 g
• ey^nyo .d .v> 7.g ••gwogioo edd-.^o e'^Ja-xioCL *'
-
’
a-il'xiea c'e^ii'rJL £lSoI cJ 6i.btiaa ’ 3Ji.©Y mo-tl ^riia'iifi: . -
a flitiv.' 1; iiie£#'i‘lo 1 in a 8l 'leiaOT orfY ,vOItX) awcrri^%. oriJ
Ir.ii noIJBsiiivlo olJ'ieC bio lo noicTneio-oi lolrfjia^ Bioai itox/m
oril e&oXo /,*i6v 8©vXX ,Bini'*ib eilj i^’oori^o'O'AiiJ ,9:^’i£. .li'xiqa e.t
X
eonc^a- oH .^ 1-7 aeo S&iri o-V lo elqoeqf oitf lo ©xxx jbilvr idoxi
IfcOJiTioe a ctocfliUJ ; pti-'J arsw xl oI^XoC Ho QO.it 10 Qiaol^ oril
'ic .tTiiw'ii '>niJ bxX'iov o lo aoJtoeoiqxe rt*? nilvv noiel/
efoor td t.0 * of alwVlJ isllain I ;f r.aeaiq aoJ ) v-I ariJ
lo snciaaaq 'scixinjfio Xa ooi ina Jeoclo ©rtf lij Jew ioiiH ©Icjo oo rt/ 1'#
. II low ado
' vBiil nol ijv aiiU nl bnjtol aaoJ oai atfe lanoilxtca axu
:oi 3 iiissai ilo am ni ncr/i-. ion o-ia
^navToa a 'raaric-i^vao. - - - nnJ50>. ill
'
,
.'cHLo Jbna .* 'usdudotioO - - -- atV'O
.irisnoJai xi - ajui*!! 'icI IxoobO'iJi’.i -x'la ;i-05
6
* ncE'iofiiitja.i ni alnaxloni JuaiiocrtiX Ic snolsaiQo ©f^T
'iaifb ©rl'; .:x'ior o' o-'vO ni nnixoi a^a laa
e ' ajefioi.ivaJ ni snoqc li :©*:b '^noJe etiJ to CLoiJjaxei aril ‘.i oauaeiallix;
'vr*
. *v>- >\f iiJoiuuwi Taxi ni si ©nbiiau bn a ovoiio. cc esood
-Xltito fciiB riJ*i X of ©'11*11 t'u oia 1 0 ©(TtiO'iJ o'i.* ii j DO''/‘i!5 sinaliw'ivi
lo o-rll :uti Off orrios Ij?£l7 ^>1 mo’i axn wlirla Ibio’A .iooo
OJ xfci^i.l otiinuoiou OfUr eno orfl. oi ,Ji ^niiaedievo ,©fi8 bila ;©'iMioC.
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return to jinain Macha. Contrary to the other versions Gonchuhar
welcomes them v\^en they arrive. Fergus avenges the death of
lilaisi by setting fire to iimain.
Through Synge's drama flows the antique beauty found
in the old legend. Written in prose it has a rhythm, dignity,
and strangeness that one might find in beautiful poetry. He is
a vigorous artist who re-creates the rich vitality found
in primitive Ireland. There is a wildness, a vigor, and a
virility in Synge's Deirdre . If one wishes to know the
spirit of the Gelt, there is a high degree of such nourishment
in Synge. He is a dramatic genius; he is the only one who
could see the dramatic possibilities in Deirdre and have the
incidents move to a steady climax. The spoken dialect is
simple and colloquial, touched with the glamour of pathos
and lyric passion. It is true that language is constantly
changing and that the dialect in Synge's Deirdre may not be
the dialect of the first centuiy. There is no way to know,
but Synge claims that he has heard every expression used in
Ulster. It is to be remembered that the insular countries
tend to cling to the original speech, ^t the end the austere
speech of the resigned lovers is certainly appropriate. There
is no symbolism in Synge unless the whole play symbolizes
Deirdre and Haisi as prototypes of men and women in all ages.
There is an irony in Synge's drama which, no doubt, intensifies
the extraordinary significance. Indeed intensity grips each
incident, each character, and each thought. With high and sus-
tained emotion the author maintains an exhalted serenity through
Tfr'-o'Aor.oD eiicieior lorijo orf.t' aJ noO .fldo^i nica^ OJ mirj’ei
lo ifJjtfofc arty fcs^^evs e -TTiiy*!. .ovlz^a '^oriJ nox^ n»riy E-datoclow
.ni^jrac oy eii'i snitaaa ieiiiU
^aI;o^ ^^yAidOcf eirpiJoe art? iiceii) s'*930^^0 rtgrroncrtT
,njrt4^ai Loti \tl osoiq aJ. ao^JiiW .baa^eX i)Io o/lj al
si pH .'iiiJ’Goq lix'tiyuaad ni biiil drisia: ano aeoflaaflA-xy a brw
cHjjo'i \;yiiiiyiv rtoi'i erfy eay oilv. yeid-iij axro'xo^iv ti
a ,iosiT a ,a^ Jiioliw a eX.e.'^erPI . bnaXsil aviyimyaq nx
eriy won^ oy sariaXw ©ao II .eibTiea e'e^n^fc rti \illlziv
Jtiamfial'UfOii rious to asT^ob rf^ixi a ei aierty ^yisO oriy y iilqa
ortw eno ^Xiio Oiiy si ©ri jeuXae^ cxX •**; la'll) a si aH .9%a>gc iii
orty 0 aiXiiae ai aaiyiiidiasoq oiJ iLixrrJb ady oee XI0OO
ei ToaXaib nosioqe eifl ,xao:iXo a od evom eynsbioei
eorl-t aq '10 TiJOuial^ ©rii rtriw bsricxjoy .XaiupoXXoo biie aXqniia
iiyxitoyafioo si o^aff^^oaX J arty oiX'iy ai yl .noibaa-j oI'T^I oaa
od yen 'CiiiD 91 1)1 X 9(1 « ' 83n^b ni yoeXaii) arty ytrlj iiia i^il^uadc
, woful oJ on ei ©laiiT .^jjynoo yaii^ orty Xo yodXaix orty
' ni fiosu noieaa'xqx© 'iiovo biaari sari a:t y orty emiaio esri^c y.xrd
so i'lynxjoo laXuani ortJ y^xiy b»i9 djjsinaT 9d oy si yl .laysiU
d'xeysi;;-* sriy bne orty y^^ -rioj’^qa Xael'^^iio oriy oy ^rtiiu cy baay
eiorii ,oyaiTqoiqqs 'nXniaJ'ieo si eis'xoi JDon^iEdi orty lo rioaeqs
aeeiXodifl'iB ^aXq trXoriv/ erty efcoXxuy ©Sir^c* fli rceilodca^ta o:i ai
.B03*> XXa ni nexio^-' bxiA. n©m’ ^0 eaq'tyoyoiq sa ieiari boa eib-iioC
f
sei'iieneyiii ,ydnoi? on .rtoirtw arrueiX al %aozl aa ei eiSiiT
:{o«e \,yifc08yni beebal .soaaol^in^is ^laniiToeiyxs orti
>etie 1.05 'rfsiri rtyiVf .yrf^aon'y rtoao bo* . loy oaiaao ricae .ynoaioxii
-rtsnoirty ^yia©*i98 bey Xartxo tte exiiainiaai 'xortyna erix fioiXOiHe botiiay
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out.
In Deirdre of the Sorrows Synge puts into practice his
own theory of the drama; ”0n the stage one must have reality
and one must have Joy; and that is why the intellectual modern
drama has failed, and people have grown sick of the false joy
of the musical comedy that has been given them in place of the
rich joy found only in what is superb and wild in reality. In
a good play every speech should be as fully flavored as a nut
or apple, and such speeches cannot be written by anyone who
1 .
works among people who have shut their lips on poetry,"
There is a grave beauty in the balance between the
romantic and classical element in this play. Synge is
objective in his method; it is only subjective in as far as
the work is colored by his own temperament. There is no
consciousness of effort. At once there is simplicity and
complexity in his drama. The form is simple, but there is a
complex interplay of characters. Imagination and intuition
are stressed more than intellect and reason, and throughout
the play there is a wildness and extravagance, "And in the
highway of romance who has dreamed what is more superb and
wilder than the lament of Deirdre over Naisi?” Jj’br the first
time the peasant is mentioned, which is decidedly modem,
Synge's treatment of nature in the play is romantic, for it is
3 .
"superb and wild;" and it is loved for its own sake. The
author writes about the woods of Cuan and the valleys of
limain with intiriiacy. "Synge's poetry could either smell of the
4.
earth or reflect the light of the stars."
1. John Synge and the Irish Dramatic Movement, Jj’rancis Bickley p.EO
2. Irish Plays and Playwrights - Cornelius Weygandt, p. 181
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Quaint in its chami of a remote age, picturesque in its details,
simple in its short, dignified sentences, and beautiful in its
drenched atmosphere of the out-door world, it echoes the style
of the early Gaelic writer.
The characters in Synge seem to breathe the air of the
first century much more than either Macpherson's or Yeats'
characters. They are native Irish, and they show by their
speech that they are primitive. In Deirdre and Lavarcam, the
nurse, there is probably the greatest change.
In this version Deirdre is self-possessed and defiant.
She intuitively Jmows that she must go to her Fate. When
Lavarcam comes to Alba to warn Deirdre of the treachery on
King Gonchubar's part, Deirdre says, "Let you end; such talking
is a fool's only; when it's well you know if a thing harms
1 .
Uaisi, it isn't I would live after him." Still again when
Gonchubar moves toward her after Naisi has been killed, she
2 .
shows courage and defiance: "Do not raise a hand to touch me."
Synge has made Deirdre more primitive in her cruelty
to Haisi on the night he dies. One minute she taunts him about
leaving her in order to protect his brothers, and the next
moment she rebukes him with, "Let you go where they are calling.
Have you no sheime loitering and talking, and cruel death facing
3.
Ainnle and Ardan in the woods?"
Lavarcam, in Synge, is softened and sentimentalized.
In the early version she is a repellant magician. All are
1. Deirdre of the Sorrows,
2 H ft It It
2 ^ ft H '• >»
J. M. Synge, p. 47
J. M. Synge p. 89
J.ifl. Synge p. 81If If It
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afraid of her; even the King fears her evil powers. Yet here we
1 .
find her obediently saying, "Your rules are kept always." Here,
too, she the devoted and fond nurse who yields to all of
Deirdre's pleadings. When she realizes that her pleading with
Deirdre not to return to Emain is futile, she is overcome with
2 .
trouble. Sobbing she says, "Don't think bad of my crying."
With a masterly touch Synge introduces a coarseness
in the conversation of the sinister and enigmatic Owen; it is
appropriate for a primitive civilization. Even Naisi's expressions
are boisterous and speckled with a ruthlessness.
Owen to Deirdre. - "Are you well pleased that length
3.
with the same man snorting next to you at the dawn of day?"
Haisi to Lavaroam. "at your age you should know that
there are nights when a king like Conchubar will spit upon his
arm ring, and queens will stick their tongues out at the rising
4.
moon." His characters ring of Celtic reality.
Synge also penetrates deeply into the social conditions
of Ireland during the first century. Subtly he impresses the
reader that the Celt's life at the time of Deirdre is a secluded
life. Before anything else the Irishmen of old is fitted for
fireside joys. Even Conchubar speaks of having"peace in Smain




The Celt loves his native land. Eergus tells Deirdre,
1. Deirdre of the Sorrows - J.M. Synge P‘ 28
2. If It It It J.M. Synge P* 49
3. It It It It J.M. Synge P« 61
4. If It It It J• M. Synge P« 35
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"When I was a young man, we'd have given a life time to be in
Ireland a score of weelcs; and to this day the old men have
nothing so heavy as knowing it's in a short while they'll lose
the hi^ skies over Ireland... Let you come this day, for




The characters in this story take oaths by the
elements; the Celt believes that if he breaks one of these oaths,
the elements will punish him. iSynge introduces this belief in
the marriage ceremony.
Maisi. - "Let Ainnle wed us... He has been with wise
2 .
men, and he knows their ways."
Ainnle.- "By the sun and moon and the whole earth,
I wed Deirdre to Haisi
.
(He steps back and holds up his hands.)
May the air bless you, and water and the wind, the sea and
3.
all the hours of the sun and moon."
Synge leads the reader to believe that the people of
the first century are agricultural. Gonchubar says to Deirdre,
"You'd wish to be dressing in your duns and grey, and you
herding your geese or driving your calves to their shed - like
4.
the common lot scattered in the glens." By introducing the
peasant in such a way, Synge tells what the attitude of the
royalty is at that time. There is less class distinction today
than in Ireland during the first century. Ho other interpreter
1. Deirdre of the Sorrows, J. M. Synge, p. 53
2. " " " •" " " " p. 43 and 44,
3. " " " " " " " p. 43 and 44,
4. " " " " " " •’ p. 22
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of the old legend has introduced this fact.
The arts of dyeing, embroidering, and working metal are
mentioned.
The characters of the story are simultaneously proud
and timid, strong in feeling and lovers of adventure. Sadness
hides their occasional smiles, smd it is certain that the Celt
does not know the strange forgetfulness of his Destiny. Over
and over again Deirdre and Naisi feast upon the solitary de-
lights of the spirit. And in no other interpretation of Deirdre
is the deep, vague, penetrating sensation of life felt as it is
in Synge's. In essence the Irish people of the first century
are not altered in this version.
Philosophy in Synge's Deirdre of the Sorrows is not
a thing apart; what is more, it strikes the essential spirit and
the dominant elements in the philosophy of the old saga. Better
than in either Yeats' or Macpherson's Deirdre , the ideas here
embody the ideals of Celtic Paganism; they are but slightly
modified by Christian influence and by the twentieth century.
There is not the slightest tinge of didacticism or moralizing
in Synge's philosophy.
There is no reference to a Supreme Power in this treat-
ment. It is of especial interest to realize Synge's knowledge
of the people and their religious beliefs. How aptly he intro-
duces the belief in terrestrial divinities. As Conchubar and
Deirdre are standing over Haisi's grave, Deirdre says, "Keep
back, Conchubar; for the High King who is your master, has put
e;
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his hand between us." At first one believes that this is a
reference to God, but it refers to Ugony the Great. "At the
period v\4ien fimania was founded, that is, at the period when
according to the learned native annalist Tighearnach, the
records of the early Irish cease to be 'uncertain, ' for the
throne of Ireland was occupied by a High-King, called Ugony
the Great... It was this Ugony who attempted to substitute
a new territorial division of Ireland in place of the five
provinces into which it had been divided by the early Milesians
He exacted an oath by all the elements - the usual Pagan oath -
from the men of Ireland that they would never oppose his
children or his race, and then he divided his island into
twenty-five parts, giving one to each of his children... Then
Peidhhleach, who came to the throne about one hundred and
forty years before Christ, reverted to the old system of the
2 .
five provinces.” kaeve, Peidhhleach' s daughter, married
King Conor (or Conchubar in Synge). Thus, a curse is upon
Conor, for the oath to the High King Ugony is broken. Through
out, then, is the old Celtic belief that the dead heroes in-
fluence the lives of those on earth. In Synge's drama there
are several references to the gods, which label the religion as
polytheistic
.
Lavarcam. - "The gods send they don't set eyes on her
4.
Old Woman.- "The gods help the lot of us.”
There is no trace of the monotheistic conception, but
1. Deirdre of the Sorrows - J. M. Synge, p.92.
2. Literary History of Ireland - Douglas Hyde, p,
3. Deirdre of the Sorrows - J. M. Synge, p. 16
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there is every reason to believe that they think there is a plan
in life, for one feels the force of a directing hand that has
molded the details into a unifying fomi. To them, the principle
of this marvel is in nature herself. Deirdre says, "There’s
reason all times for an end that's come. And I'm well pleased
Naisi
,
we're going forward in the winter - the time the sun
1 .
has a low place, and the moon has her mastery in a dark sky."
Among the Celts in this treatment there is a decided
belief in the supernatural. J’or them, nature with her inexhaust-
ible fecundity has many hidden forces. The deceased, too, often
whisper warnings to those who remember them. When death is near,
2 .
Deirdre says to JSaisi, "I hear strange words in the trees."
The roaring of the sea is thought to be prophetic of a king's
death or the coming of important news. The ninth wave has a
great importance. When ij’ergus and Owen arrive, offering
assurance that King Conchubar forgives Waisi and ^^eirdre, Owen
says, "Was there ever a man crossed nine waves after a fool's
Z .
wife and he not away in his head?" Benevolent and malevolent
spirits people the universe. The primitive Celt believes that
the storm or the flood is a malevolent spirit getting revenge
for an evil deed. Synge uses this belief to introduce the super-
na tural
.
Old Woman. - "There's a mountain of blackness in the
sky, and the greatest rain falling has been these long years on
4.













J. M. Synge, p. 59
J. M. Synge, p. 75
J. M. Synge, p. 50
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A supernatiiral force tells Lavarcam, "It's more than Conchubar'll




Belief in the determination of events by influences
outside the human will is prevalent. Synge revisualizes the
Celtic idea of iJestiny, and the result is beautiful in its
imitativeness . Like the Celt of the first century, Deirdre in
Synge's work, believes that a power greater than her's guides
her through life. On the night that Conchubar tells her he
intends to marry her he reminds her that, "It is I will be
your comrade, and will stand between you and the great troubles
2 .
are foretold." But she defies Conchubar and ij’ate saying, "My
two brothers, I am going with Waisi to ^Iban and the north to
3 .
face the troubles foretold." But how soon she resigns herself
to i»’atel How gravely and beautifully she epitomizes the Celtic
philosopher of Destiny when she says, "There's little power in
oaths to stop what's coming, and little power in what I'd do,
Lavarcam, to change the story of Conchubar and Haisi and the
4.
things old men foretold." How emphatically she stresses this
belief in, "There's no safe place, Haisi, on the ridge of the
6 .
world." Destiny, here, is the deep rooted idea of Destiny
in the Celtic civilization. It is a fore-appointed doom and
course of life for everyone. It is irresistible and inevitable.
The essence of Deirdre 's life as found in the early
1. Deirdre of the Sorrows - J.M. Synge, p. 32
2. If It It " - J.M. Synge, p . 25
3. If II It " - J.M. Synge, p. 43
4. It II It " - J.M. Synge, p. 46
5. II It It " - J.M. Synge, p. 59
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manuscript has always^,and probably always will escape rational
analysis. But in Synge's treatment the salient idea is Deirdre's
lament at the passing of life. Death and old age are the
leading ideas in the play. The Deirdre in Synge appreciates the
fullness of life; to be alive in the mysteriously beautiful and
at the same time horrible world is an indescribable Joy for her.
All she asks for complete happiness is life and Haisi. The only
world that the Celt of the first century knows is this world,
and he desires nothing more than the ecstacy of life. Deirdre
says, "It should be a sweet thing to have what is best and richest,
1 .
if it's for a short space only." Gonchubar also expresses
the Celt's belief that the only beauty we really know is in this
2 .
life: "What we all need is a place safe and splendid." The Celt
of Pagan Ireland is all for this world; if he conceives of a
hereafter, it is merely a place to continue his earthly Joys.
The transitoriness of beauty is Deirdre 's chief
regret, iilven in Alba, where Deirdre is happy with Baisi, she
says, "There are lonesome days and bad nights in this place
o •
like another." Deep and subtle are the various sensations that
the Celt feels when he thinks of the short life of beauty. Since
he knows this truth, he knows also the art of happiness, which
is at once stoical and epicurean. It is a holy ignorance on the
part of this Pagan in Synge's Deirdre of the Sorrows that allows
him to be thrilled by the permanent sensations of life. Deirdre
says, "It's a heartbreak to the wise that it's for a short space
we have the same -things only." Happiness they know, is such a
1. Deirdre of -the Sorrows - J.M. Synge, p.40
8, " ” " ” '» " " p.25
3. ” " ” " " ” » p.24
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fleeting and slippery thing; their moments of greatest ecstacy
are shadowed hy the melancholy thought that they will surely
lose them. Deirdre tells us this when she is in Alba with ^aisi.
Deirdre. - "I'm dread going or staying, Lavarcam. It's
lonesome this place, having happiness like ours, till I'm asking
each day will this day match yesterday, and will tomorrow take
a good place beside the same year that's gone, and wondering all
times is it a game worth playing, living on until you're dried
1 .
and old, and our joy is gone forever."
There is no beauty in old age to the Pagan Gelt. It is
the buoyancy and elasticity of youth that he loves. Their life-
illusion is steeped in youth, beauty, and happiness, but Time
assails these. Even the repulsive Owen in Synge's drama ex-
presses this in: "(Queens get old, Deirdre, with their white and
long arms going from them, and their backs hooping. I tell you




too, in his hour of greatest love expresses
fear of old age when he says to Fergus, "I've had dreams of
3.
getting old and weary, and losing my delight in Deirdre." In
this philosophy, as in all their ideas, nature is their teacher.
"The dawn and evening are a little while, the winter and the
summer pass quickly, and what way would you and I, Uaisi, have
4.
joy forever?"
And if the Pagan in Synge's Deirdre of the borrows
manifests regret at the passing of youth, he expresses a greater
1. Deirdre of the Sorrows - J.M. Synge, p.48
2. " " " " « » » p.52
3. " " " '» If »i n p^55
4. " " ” '» »' " p,5s
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grief at the passing of life. J?’rom his attitude on death, we
immediately see that Synge has re-created the Celt of the first
century. The Christian ideas do not influence his characters.
They do not believe that they outlast the termination of the
physical life. Between the fear of old age and the pride in
beauty they are distracted from the eternal aspects of life
and nature. Deirdre expresses a dread of death, Tbr to her
there is not anything to follow. She also says that death
1 .
is a "poor, untidy thing, thou^ it's the queen that dies."
Ilaisi expresses no hope of immortality or any joy of a
future world when he says, "It's little I know, saving only
E.
that it's a hard and bitter thing leaving the earth." But
the Pagan of the first century does not fear death; he
passively accepts this as his Pate. There is such a temporary
and slight change in the death of nature that a close affinity
with the trees, the brooks, and the whole world of vegetation
fortifies him against the fear of death. Deirdre accepts
death stoically when she says, "It's this hour we're between
the daytime and a night where there is sleep forever, and
isn't it a better thing to be following on to a near death,
3 .
than to be bending the head down, and Haisi, too,
says, ".... vidien I'm in that grave it's soon a day'll come
you'll be too weary to be crying out, and that day will
4 .
bring you ease." Deirdre so beautifully accepts her Pate
and expresses the theme of the play in such a crystallized form in
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forever?" Deirdre and iiaisi,in Synge's version more than any
other, have felt the dead leaves blow over their faces^ and they
have drunk sounds and sights of the woods into their very beings
these take possession of their consciousness, and they calmly
accept death as Destiny,
There is no Christian charity or mercy in these
primitive characters. Deirdre lacks imaginative compassion
when Conchubar kills Daisi, and throughout the play Gonchubar's
maliciousness is stronger than mercy or humility.
O
iJynge for all time expresses the profound effect
of nature on the Celt during the first century, llo modern
interpreter has caught the strange power of nature on the early
Gelt as well as 3ynge, "Synge, dramatic where the Gelt is in
general perhaps lyrical, a realist where the Celt is in general
romantic is in nothing so much the Celt as in his sensibility
2 .
to natural magic." The characters in his Deirdre of the
sorrows give reckless scope to the delicious feeling of losing
themselves in nature. They venerate nature for her own sake;
it matters not whether she is sinister, cheerful, or sorrowful;
it is enough that she is what she is. Theirs is a natural
happiness, full of delicate, lightly caught sensations. To
Deirdre and Daisi there is a strange and profound satisfaction
in feeling a consciousness of identity between their transitory
life and the transitory life of nature. Indeed this early
Celt's spiritual faith is in his worship of nature. As a young
1. Deirdre of the Sorrows, J.M. Synge, p.58
2. J. M. Synge - r.P. Howe, p.49
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maiden Deirdre prefers a simple life in the love of nature to
the luxuries that Kihg Conohuhar offers.
Deirdre. - "I'd liefer stay in this place, Conchuhar . . .
Leave me this place, where I'm well used to the traclLS and
1 .
pathways and the people of the glens." Between Deirdre and the
earth there is a mysterious reciprocity. Lavarcam says of her,
"Bhe's used to every track and pathway, and the li^tning itself
2 .
wouldn't let down its flame to singe the beauty of her like."
Especially is nature's influence apparent in Deirdre, for
Lavarcam admits that, "I'm after serving you two score of years,
and I'll tell you this night, Conchuhar, she's little call to
mind an old woman when she has the birds to school her, and the
3.
pools and the rivers where she goes bathing in the sun." Uature
never assumes a human likeness in this treatment, but there is a
mystic bond between the moon, the stars, the tiny rocks and
Deirdre. Bhe expresses this in every thought. Once she says,
"Since that, Uaisi, I have been one time the like of a ewe
looking for a lamb that had been taken away from her, and one
4.
time seeing new gold on the stars and a new face on the moon."
There are no dreams or magic omens in this interpre-
tation; here, nature is the prescient of Deirdre 's Eate. It is
night of the storm and the great flood that Haisi takes her
from iiknain. This forebodes trouble and sorrow. Still again,
nature assures Deirdre that earthly happiness is but temporal.
When Deirdre is happiest with Naisi, nature lets the maiden
1. Deirdre of the Sorrows
2. II It II II
3. II n If II
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sense her power and apprehend her secret. She reveals this to
Lavarcam when she says, "It's well you ]mow it's this day I'm
dreading seven years, and I fine nights walwhing the heifers
walking to the naggard with long shadows on the grass; or the
time I've stretched in the sunshine, when I've heard Ainnle
and Ardan stepping lightly, and they sang, 'Was there ever the
1 .
like of JJeirdre fo r a happy and sleepy queen?'"
It is, finally, the order of nature that compels
reverence and commands loyalty. Synge depicts the early Celt
as the primitive nan v/hoae personal hopes and dreams are not
greater jiior nobler than the august and splendid universe.
The joy of making something beautiful out of his ex-
perience and dream of life is Synge's inspiration in writing
Deirdre of the borrows . He admits that he did not write it
to do reverence to the national legend, but to shov/ its great
dramatic possibilities. There is no question of Synge's accomplish
ment. He has created a drama that leaves one with a feeling of
large contentment and with a richness of experience. ?rom it
comes a glow in the recaptiire of youth and a serenity in calmness.
"This ancient story, v\hich had passed through the rarefying
f James of romanticism regains the vitality which in the beginning
2 .
had been so great as to keep it alive for centuries."
A brief summary of Synge's Deirdre of the Sorrows
is
:
1. Synge's drama, written in vigorous prose, offers
much of the spirit of the ancient Gelt.
2. Th are is a balance between classicism and roman-
1. Heirdre of the «^orrows - J.M. Synge, p.4s8
2. John Synge and the Irish -^vement - ij’rancis Bickley, p.46
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3. The characters are primitive and aptly portray
the t'agan Gelt.
4. oynge pictures the social world much as we know
the early period.
5. J?hilosophy is not divorced from Synge's drama.
a. There is no evidence of a monotheistic
religi on.
h. Belief in the supernatural is prevalent.
c. The main idea in the story pertains to
life and death. The Celt lives a full life in this world, for
he knows of no other world.
d. The Gelt in this version worships nature.
e. Synge accomplishes his inspiration, the
creation of something beautiful out of his dream of life.
George William Russell's "Deirdre "
George William Russell, or better known by his pen-
name "A.ii. ” is looked to in the Celtic Renaissance as the
"high priest of their cult, as seer of that ancient type that
combines as it functions the deliverance of religious dicta,
1 .
prophecy, and song."
There is no doubt but that he is a luminous figure
in contemporary Irish literature, but he admits that it was from
no impulse within that he wrote Deirdre in 190E. Without any
thought that "A.R. " had never written a play^ the enthusiasts
of the Rational -literary Movement asked for a play to be given
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at the Spring ‘^'estival in 1902.
i’or the first time since the original legend
introduces Fergus’ two sons, Bruinne and Ilann. He also has
a herdsman, a druid hy the name of Cathvahj and Lavarcam, here,
is a druidess.
The legend is in three acts and the action covers
Haisi's meeting with -^eirdre, their life in Alha, and their
return to Ari to their prophesied doom. Lavarcam is instrumental
in Beirdre's return, and she cunnirigly nersxjades Conchubar to
forgive the lovers for a moment. But he soon learns her plan
and continues with his treacheiy.
The style in "A.E.'s" treatment is elusive. His words
are of a flute-liice quality that one rarely hears. The tonal
sounds bewitch the reader with their sheer beauty; their intense
lights and delicate shades are more liice Rembrandt's chiaroscuro
than anything. Some of the author's sentences are charged with
heroic energy, but on the whole, the prose has not dramatic color,
in fact, the drama is essentially decorative rather than dramatic.
There is a tendency to veil the thoughts in a rainbow shimmer.
'That the author creates events making up their mosaic of cause
and effect with superlative delicacy, that he has a forceful
rhythm, a spontaneous melody, and luxurious coloring cannot
denied. These exquisite chords are soon lost though, for
one cannot carry the melody of prose in his mind as he does a
song.
The play is primarily romantic, although there are
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suggestions of the classical. The technique interests
hut the creation of his ecstatic vision is upp armost in his mind.
His apocalyptic vision that reality lies beyond the visible world
and transcends this time and space world is paramount over any
form. Intellect and reason are defeated in this play; intuition
prompts the way to happiness, but it is not followed. The veiy
roots and fibres of ’’A.jS.'s” work are entwined on intuition.
He is a human geyser of imagination. Although a draira and
supposedly an objective instrument, this is permeated with the
subjective element. Hussell finds that in the subjective world
the magic overtones give a sense of inner harmony that are moi^
important than scientific truth. There is not a balance of
flesh and mind and spirit. The romantic idea is enforced throu^-
out, for life is full of mysterious beirgs voyaging to and fro.
Therefore, the essential romantic elements, the life of
forests and mysterious adventure, the feeling for nature, and
that impulse of imagination are all in Russell's Deirdre .
Like the original Lavarcam "a. S." introduces her as
one with weird powers; here, she does not obey Uie orders of the
King as she did in Yeats' version. But unlike the Lavarcam of
the old saga she is more sentimental in her attitude toward
Deirdre. It is gianted, though, that in this work Lavarcam is
less altered than in any other treatment discussed.
Haisi and Deirdre are both like the hero and heroine
of old in that they believe in gods and spirits floating throu^
the air, but Russell attaches a different significance to their
ideas of these beings.
"We are not interested in the deeds of the Red Branch
exl^^'ihrioeJ' ©in’ .X^oibCBXo uxW lo Baoi:rt;©33i/e
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as something that happened at some moment in the past; we are
interested in those deeds in precisely the degree in which
they happen in our minds today; and we are interested in the
heroes that enacted them in the degree in which they are, or may
by the intensity of the artist he made, qualities of our mind
in the spiritual warfare in which we live, move, and have our
being. If the dramatist can do this for us, he will make the
heroes great in the heroic thou^ts that enrich our intellectual
being; and that will only be because he has lived out their
heroism in his measure in the familiar things of his own
intellectual being. The world loses its heroes if it sees them
in the past; but it gains them if it sees them in the perpetual
1 .
present," In following these ideas, "A. E." completely
loses the early Celtic characters. If one reads "A.E. 's"
Deirdre
.
knowing xx) thing about the old legend or having never
read any of the other interpretations, he excperiences a rare
sensation. But if he is acquainted with the maiden through read-
ing the translation of the saga or through reading other treat-
ments, he feels that "A.E. ’s" story is a failure. Hussell
creates his characters and has them live out "their heroism in
2 .
his measure in the familiar things of his own intellectual being."
But instead of being interested we lose interest in the characters
because they intensify the spiritual warfare in which the author
moves and lives.
The world does not, moreover, lose its heroes if it
sees them in the past, providing there is an elemental conviction
portrayed. And certainly "a,E. " does not present characters of a
1. "A.E." - Darrell Eiggis, p.l41
2. " " " " " 141
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perpetual present, for they represent only his vision, he, it is
to be remembered, is one of the very few who is endowed with such
an ecstatic vision. The world fails to understand such people.
There is a predominance of advanced thou^t in this
jDeirdre
.
although Russell does throw the cloak of the Ragan world
around the shoulders of the characters. Simultaneously the writer
tells of his faith and ideas of the twentieth century, running
through it a gossamers thread of the past. As of old we find the
Celts a musical people, playing the harp and singing songs at
many different occasions.
•
Russell, however, introduces disrespect for the druids
in this early period, "js’rom what we have said, it is evident
that there were always druids in Ireland, and that they were
1 .
personages of great importance." But one is not led to believe
that Raisi holds them in any high respect, for he says, "I will




"A.R. gives us the idea that human sacrifice is
practiced at this time. This is an anachronism. It is especially
out of place in this treatment, which introduces so much modern
thought. Beirdre says, "They have liored us from Alba, and they
hover here above us in red clouds - cloud upon cloud - and await
3.
the sacrifice." This idea is destroyed in, "It is clear, too,
that the ancient Irish - at least in some cases. - possessed and
worshipped images. That they sacrificed to them, and even offered
1. Literary History of Ireland - Douglas Hyde, p.92
2. Imaginations and Reveries - "A.H. " p.216
3. Imaginations and Reveries - " " p.243
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up human beings, is by no means certain, the evidence of this
1 .
resting upon a single passage.
In this version we do get a very definite allusion to
the woii; of the smiths. It is strange, too, that no other in-
terpreter does any more than mention them in his story. In
describing some of this work Douglas Hyde claims, "these beauti-
ful fragments are almost certainly pre-Christian, and may even
have been wo m by Conaire the ^reat or Conor macHessa. It is a
remarkable fact, amply proven and universally acknowledged, that
the bronze woik of the pre-Christian Irish was never surpassed
2 .
by their pos t-Christian me tal-work." Haisi tells Deirdre
when the sail is sighted, "It is some merchant comes hither to
3.
barter Tyrian cloths for the cunning work of our smiths.”
King Conchubar is called moody and passionate by
Kussell, and it seems that there is little aptitude for a
highly organized society. The spirit of the family stifles
within it all attempts at more extended organization. To them
life appears as a fixed condition, which man has no power to
alter. Their lives are speckled with Joy and sorrow, but a
deep, struggling melancholy pervades.
The philosophy in this Deirdre does not adhere, for the
moat part to the philosophy of the ^elt during the first century.
This work is the revelation of Hussell's philosophy, which is
heightened and intensified by a Christian background. It is,
I believe, very essential that the mystic philosopher,
is understood before the philosophy in this drama can be dis-
cussed . 1. Literary History of Ireland - Douglas Hyde, p.9E
2 . ” " •’ '» »» 11
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is a mystic, and that term has such diversified
meaning that I shall quote what, to me, is the meaning of "A.E. ’s”
mysticism. "Mysticism may he called the belief that man can come
into union with the Infinite Being by means of a wholly passive
self-surrender to divine influence. The organ in man by which he
thus commtmes with (xod is not will nor reason; it is not moral
nor intellectual, but a hidden faculty of the soul behind them
ail. In the ecstatic moment of this union, time, space, body,
soul, personal existence all disappear, and man becomes absorbed
into the Divine Being. It is a state of the soul which transcends
every act of reason or of faith, in which everything but GrOd
1 .
loses reality." To "A.E." GrOd is everything; man is nothing.
The universe is an illusion. To him the future is golden; it is
ever new and ever young. "His belief in the soul, in immortality,
in the spiritual life, is no mere intellectual apprehension, but
the great vital fact of his being and the inspiration and conso-
2 .
lation of his life."
It is true that all religions have had their mystics,
but records show that the first Christian mystics seem to have
arisen tovy&rd the close of the third century. Since "A.E. 's"
treatment is imbued with Christian philosophy (verging now and
then on Pantheism), arid since it treats the civilization of the
first century, it is evident that the introduction of mysticism
is an anachronism.
The religion in this version is double-edged, and
language is too inadequate to differentiate the subtle fusings
1. Events and Epochs in Heligious History- J.E. Clarke ,p276
2. Irish Literature - Justin McCarthy, Vol. 8 , p.2988
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through much of it. '’A.S." believes that the air he breathes is
full of the aroma of traditions, full of the fragrance of these
ancient mysteries. 3ince this is so, it is impossible for him to
write the story of Deirdre without using the floating essence of
the Pagan Gelt. But more than in any of the other works discussed,
this one expounds the theory of Christianity.
The characters refer to the gods often, but in what
other story of Beirdre do we find any character mentioning God
as she does here, "The enchantment of Dana is upon the lakes and
islands and woods and the Great Pather looks down through the
1 .
deepening heavens.” Here, too, is an expression of a Divine
Being taking the place of Pate. "And oh, I feel, too, there is
One here among us who pushes us silently from the place of life,
2 .
and we are drifting away." Still again Deirdre says, "The
3.
Pather has struck the last chord on the Harp of Life."
Destiny is mentioned in "A.E. 's" drama, but it is evident
that the important idea is not Pate but the way man meets Pate.
There is a greater display of self-will in this work; the
characters, especially Deirdre, defy the power of Destiny. Even
when the prophecies are almost fulfilled and the sons of Usna




leave this house of death." When struggle is futile, Deirdre
accepts her Pate as it is her religious creed to do so. Bhe
says, *'0 fearless one, if he who set the game played with fate.
6.
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Conohtibar condemns Lavarcam for breaking the laws of
Destiny and for trying to avert the prophecy of the druids.
"Oh, tongue of falsehoodl Who can believe you! The fate of
Ulla was in your charge, and you let it go forth at the instant
wish of a man's and girl's desire. The fate of Ulla was too
distant, and you must bring it nigher - the torch to the pile I
Breakers of the law and makers of lies, you shall all perish
1 .
together I"
"A.E." starts with the world, a familiar thing, and
makes it strange. "For him Ireland, because she has been the
mother of such heroes and because he feels as he wanders up and
down his haunted hills and enchanting valleys that Tir-na-n-
Ogue, the country of immortal use, is still very near, peopled
with the spirits of the mighty dead yet to him ever-living
E.
ones." Even Deirdre in "A.E. 's" story is a dweller from
heaven, staying temporarily on earth. She is divine and has
descended into chaos to win a new cause of the spirit. She
says, "Uaisi, will you not stay the storm, bird of sorrow?
I forebear the falling of tears that cease not, and in
generations unborn the sorrow of it all will never be stilled I"
And Lavarcam says of her, "But Deirdre is also one of the




Deirdre's spirit is absorbed by "A.E. 's" Universal
Spirit when she tells Naisi
,
"I do not know, but my spirit
1. Imaginations and Heveries - "A.E." p.E41
E. Irish Literature - Justin McCarthy,p.E986
3. Imaginations and iieveries - "A.E." p.E35
4. " " " " " P.E07
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died down in my heart as you spake. I think the wind that
1 .
"brings it blows from iiiri and it has brought sorrow to me.”
Here it is very evident that the modern author, working over the
Gaelic original, has introduced into the early Pagan philosophy
his ov/n mysticism of the twentieth century. Ho early Gelt - even
though he feels the presence of spirits all about him - would ex-
press the view of a twentieth century transcendentalist. The
Pagan Celt 's. belief in the supernatural is based on unashamed
credulity; they believe that some of the deceased reveal im-
portant information to their kin. That there is an instinctive
communion is not denied, but to admit that their spirits blend
and transcend into a Universal Spirit is alien. The author's
explanation of his own feeling is incorporated into the
religion of the first century.
The author does introduce the belief of spiritual
intervention; especially as of old, does Deirdre hear the
warnings. In Hussell, however, these magic overtones give
Deirdre a sense of inner harmony because of her union with the
Universal Spirit. She says, "Yester night, in a dream, I heard
the voices again, and I cannot recall what they said; but as
I woke from sleep my pillow was wet with tears falling softly,
2 .
as out of another world...” The charm, here, is in ”a.H.
'
s”
own idea of mysterious overtones, and the meaning is decipherable
only to one who understands the author's philosophy.
There is also another fresh meaning given in ”A.H. *s"
Deirdre . Prom it life gains a ritualistic heightening. The work
1. Imaginations and Heveries, ”A.E.”,p. 224
2. ” ” ” ” ” p. 226
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is impregnated with the thought that this life is not real;
it is the unseen life that is real. The reality beyond the
visible world transcends the time and space world; for him
this world offers only the calamitous side of the human ledger.
So it is the beauty of the eternal life that appeals.
The message of ”A.E. ”, the mystic, is that out of
all pain and sorrow Joy will come; the way is hard but sweet.
"The elemental pain, as I take it, is the pain of the soul
shut up in its robe of clay in this physical, phenomenal
world, and so shut off from the spiritual world, the world of
the unphenomenal or unknowable; the everlasting Joy I take to be
the certainty of eventual union with the Universal Spirit in
1 .
the unphenomenal world.” Does not Deirdre express this view
in "A.E. 's” drama when she says, ”I think we, too, are in
2 .
exile in this world.” In no other treatment do we get such
a suggestion. The life in the world to the Pagan Celt is the
only life he knows, and he enjoys it for its own sake. But
here, Deirdre says, ”0h, how vain it is to say to the heart,
'be at peace,' when the heart will not rest! Sorrow is on me,
3.
beloved, and I know not wherefore.” Ilann describes Deirdre
as, "She is sorrowful, indeed, but her sadness only bows the
heart to more adoration than her Joy, and pity for her seems
sweeter than the dream of love, fading! Yea, her yesterday
fades behind her every morning, and every changing moon seems




”A.E.” - Darrell Piggis
,
p.54
2. Imaginations and Reveries - ”A.E. ”,p.225
3. " ” ” ” ” ,p.223
4. " ” ” " ” p.240
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These ideas are aa tirely different expressions from any we hear
in the other interpreters of Deirdre's life.
The characters in this treatment see life and death in
a larger way. They apprehend life on this earth as an illusion,
for they are given a revelation of a spiritual world. "A.E.”
gives to these people the thought of God; throu^ the warp and
woof of their lives is a pattern. Deirdre comprehends that the
sorrow in her life is hut a means to an end; it is hut part of
the whole pattern. When she thinics of her life with Haisi she
says that they will serve a purpose. '’I knew we were going to
1 .
bring some great gift to the Gael.”
Death to the characters in this play still remains a
mystery, and therefore, there is some fear. But certainly it is
not as repulsive to them as the other interpretations lead us
to believe death was to the early Celt. Death in this treatment
symbolizes "A.E'a” philosophy. Daisi says, "What matters death,
for love will find us among the Ever-Living Unes. We are
2 .
immortals, and it does not become us to grieve.” Lavarcam,
too, says, "The gods have overthrown thy dominion, proud king,
with the last sigh from this dead child; and of the pity for
3 .
her they will build up an eternal kingdom in the spirit of man.”
Underlying all their ideas on life and death is the
belief that an escape in the mystery and beauty of love is a
consummation. The love found in "A.E. *s” Deirdre is one of
spiritual intensity; in it is a breadth and scope that one does
not feel in the other treatments. It is
,
to me, the doctrine of
1. Imaginations and Eeveries - "A.E." p. 226
2. ” " " ” ” p. 230
3. ” .in n ,T 254II n II II
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Christian love. Love is "the heauty of the garment revealing the
1 .
soul, and the heauty of the soul illuminating the garment."
There is something impersonal and yet of perennial
vitality in Deirdre's words, "Are we not enough for each other,
for surely to me thou art hearth and home, and where thou art
2 .
there the dream ends, and beyond it there is no other dream."
Love, here, is the Alpha and the Omega. The reader can hear
Deirdre echoing Ruth when she tells Raisi, "I will go with thee
where thou goest. I Jcnow myself not. My spirit has gone from
3.
me to this other heart forever."
"A.R. ” symbolically tells that through love we appre-
hend the beauty of reality. Love brings us in^ closer com-
mxmion with the Universal Spirit than anything else. iYom
what web of depth and beauty does he unravel this glorious
truth!
Deirdre. - "Jj’arewell, dear foster mother. I have
passed the faery sea since dawn, and have found the Island of
Joy. Oh, see! what bright birds are around us, with dazzling
wings! Can you not hear their singing? Oh, bright birds, make
4.
music forever around my love and me!"
6 .
Lavarcam. - "Their singing brings love - and death."
In revisualizing the Celt of the first century and
his attitude toward nature, "A.R.” comes nearer the interpre-
tations of the other writers, ijiven here, though, there is
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from the great life of the Mother, rollirig through ages viiien
the sources of that life were more clearly loiowQ and when
therefore, the sources of power, of splendor, of simple dignity
were more purely taught hy the wise. He is desirous of putting
himself into touch with the older wisdom, because thereby he
1 .
will more purely express in himself the meaning of that life."
Not because of the mellowness of the hour or because of the
occasion does ^eirdre say to Naisi, "How still is the twilight I
It is sunset, not of one but of many days - so still, so still,
so living I The enchantment of Dana is upon the laices aind
E.
islands and woods." Deirdre communes with nature here; there
is an untrammelled ecstacy in her spiritual consciousness.
There is an inflowing rush of apprehension in re^rd to the basic
friendliness of the system of things. Naisi and Deirdre feel
an affiliation and a singular identity between their own inner
beings and nature. Deirdre comes into one with nature when we
hear her say^ "It is a night of many nights, Naisi. See all
the bright day had hidden is revealedi Look, there I a star! and
another stari They could not see each other through the day, for
the hot mists of the sun were about them. Three years of the sun
have we passed in Alba, Naisi, and now, 0 star of heart, truly
3.
do 1 see you this night of many days."
The intuitive instinct of Deirdre clair-audient to the
furtive oracles of Nature gets into touch with the occult rhythm
that Naisi 's logic misses. "And their plumage, NaisiJ It is all
dabbled with crimson; and they shake a ruddy dew from their wings
1. "A.E." - Darrell i’iggiss, p.52
E. Imaginations and Reveries - "A.E" p.EEl
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upon usJ Your brov/ is stained with drops." Nature reveals
and forebodes here; the birds represent a reciprocity beyond
all rational understanding betv/een N- Lure and i^eirdre. Hers
is a mystical emotion; there is no casual cult of enjoying
Nature. xhe chaiacters draw their lives from mother harth,
and they sense that there is something behind Her that controls
them. Deirdre calls upon Her thus, "O i.other Dana, v/ho
breathed up love ttirough the dim earth to my heart, be with
me v/here I am going, boon I shall lie close to thee for com-
I




"A.n.’s" purpose in writing the drama is to intensify
a spiritual vision of his. He fails, I believe, for ho
invests cliaracters of the dim past with his own vision, and
the reader feels the shortcomiiigs . There is no richness of
expeiience reading this drama; one feels the beauty of the
msic but the depth of the idea is forgotten by "A.
The leading ideas in "A.h.’s" drama, then, are
1. The prose, lacking dramatic pov/er, is rhythmic,
melodious, and beautiful.
2. Russell's play is primarily romantic, although
there is a decided interest in the technique.
3. "A.-I." introduces anachronisms in presenting
the social condtions of the first century.
4. Theie is a predominance of "A.b.'s" mysticism
thro vghout the play
.
1. Imaginations and Reveries - "A..^.
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-^11 the philosophy is r.odified by "A,. ’ s " my
!
a. There are several references to a Supreme
Being.
h. There is a greater display of. will-power
in "A.E.’s" drama. The characters, unlike the early Celt,
revolt against Destiny and Fate. There is a prevalence of the




c. This life is not the leal life; it is the
unseen life that "A.E." says is real. Pain and sorrov/ are
instrumental in finding everlasti ig joy. Life has a definite
pattern in this drama.
d. The love in "A.L.’s" drama is one of
spiritual intensity; it encompasses the Christian idea.
e. There is an affinity between nature and
the characters in this play,
6. "A.E.’s" purpose in v/riting Pei dre is to
intensify his spiritual vision.
The Similarities and Differences in the Five Treatments
" This rhyme
Is like the fair pearl necklace of the queen
That burst in dancing, and the pearls v/ei'O spilt -
Borne lost, some stolen, some as relics kept;
But never more the same two sister pearls
han down the silken thread to kiss each other
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It lives dispersedly in many hands,
1 .
And every minstrel sings it differently.”
do it is with Deirdre . iiiach author summons back
the past with different imaginative powers. Wo one of them
tells the complete story of i>eirdre . Collectively, much can
be ascertained about the social conditions of Pagan Ireland,
and collectively they shov/ us that Deirdre represents a
noble truth through endless variations of imaginative reasons.
There are many other interpreters of Deirdre, but
the five given in this paper are representative and sufficient
to justify my purpose. There can be no question that throu^
the ages this maiden of primitive Ireland is. a transcendent
wonder of life. The marvel of her appeal from one invisible
past to another can only be comprehended by one who is aware
of the principles underlying Celtic civilization. The temper
of the literature has altered but little.
Briefly, the later versions are different from the
early Celtic literature in these respects. They shov/ a
greater diversity of characters and a deeper knowledge of
human nature. The more recent authors, telling the story
from a more subjective point of view, penetrate into the
idea because of a more extensive knowledge. [Qie characters
appear in a higher lustre as the imagination and intellect
have long been employed on the past. Direct nature descrip-
tions are not found in the earliest versions; although the
later dramas offer little of the direct descriptions, there
1. Rockland Courier Graze tte - Anonymous
.eifiJid ni \;Xfc9fcieq8if) eerll jl
"
, neieilli) &x a^ala le'iStnuai ^lyve
2loB(f exiOfiwii/B 'loilcryjd rio^ . aiii^XeCI f{J Jy^ ai J’x ot
mo-iiT ^ 0 pao o51 .e-fowoq ^ nsiollii) riJ’iw S aaq
aao dos/a ,}^I&vlJ^o&IloO * eib'ilsii. *io '^<xre aleXqnioo art^T elXei"
,fcaiiieal 'io enoi^xXuoo ImIucs aftf Xaorfxs i>8a JtajTausjs sd
j8 ssaeQerLqe'i e'lh'ileG. JatiJ 8i/ wons iteriJ 'liXav l^c &iioo Xmi
. 8ii08 BG'i a'"iXjsnX^fflx Xo eaoxcT^Xiav BfceXtao d^aao'idx rL’xnX ©Xdon
Xud ja-ibnieU lo a'laXaiqiodnl lariXo *c^jan a'lOfCT
XneioiXXj/8 baxi e'flJiiSaesa’iqe’i aia aaqjiiq exftr ai aavls ovx'l aitJ
a^uoin/ JjtjfiX flolXaeap oa ed ceo ezesiT . seoq-iaq ^XxJ.sjxt
Xnei}aaoeaa*iX ji .el i^aisXe'il GriJltDl*iq lo ne£>i*»ffi sxiiX aoa^ adX
©XdifcXvai eno mo 'll Ijseqqxi laxi lo Xoviiri oriT .eliX lo 'ishaow
9'iBV>’8 ei odw aao ^d XeXaerfoiqraoo od ijlno mio on« oX Jbjiq
isqmoJ ©riT . ao iJasXX Ivlo olxXeC s^il'^lieJbmf aelqlDixl'xq erLJ lo
.©Xxoix Jx/d JbeaojfXa a^rf ©ai/JxnoJiX art? lo
oril moal Xaeie'^lIX ©ua aaoieaav asJaX ©ril ,’^leiafi
e VI ode %&{£j1 .eloeqaea easdJ ni a aix; j^a© Jx i oxJXoO ^Xaxi©
lo ©'iJboXwoal ^bqee^} jx Xaa eaoJoaaxiflo lo ^xsa&vxi) asjiiaas
>taoJ8 aril ^aiXX©! ,aaoillx;ii .taaosa ©a ora ©riV .©aal^n a^srxixri
edf oJ ni olfirtlsaoq /• exT lo laioq ©rxloQtdaa ©aora -a raoal
3 loj ocrr iirio ©ifi." .©:^eX^oxi3( ©viafielx© aao^ b lo ©aaeoed j^etl
looXIolai DUB iioiJ Bxfi^Bcal eitr ax. ©aieuX aatisxa b ax aaeqqj^
-qiaoa©X aaxToaa JooaxL .lasq ©rii ao ds^ioXqc© ased gaol ev^ri
©riJ dsaorilXis ;anoxeasv laaXXajae 3ril ai boxrol loa eau aaoil
©asril , aaoxiqiaoBQX loeaxx ©riJ lo exlJxX aelXo ajtiraaaX a©l«X
aiiOffi’^aorav ©llasaX aaxaaov iuijildcoii .X
81 .
is a moi'e conscious communion v;ith nature.
The reader, hov.ever, is profoundly impressed with
the uniformity with which each new treatment shows more force-
fully what the elemental conviction^of the Celt are. Jeirdre’s
motive in life is the Celts' eternal motive. 8he has an
ecstatic vision of a world where greed, self isline ss
,
hate, and
hypocricy are aliens. Her life is one of the spirit; it is a
search for truth, a crusade for beauty, and an inexhaustible
hunger for loveliness.
8till in our generation authors are singing this
unfinished symphony of Ireland, challenging the spirit of the
race. All the treatments in this paper, especially the
products of the Celtic henaissance, represent the Ireland of
the dream unfulfilled . Until this dream is fulfilled, "bhall
the day come when the tale of .^eirdre shall no mo.e be told?.,.
If so, it is not merely beautiful childien of legend v/e shall
lose, not the lovely raiment, but the very beauty, the love
of love, the old wondei'ing ecstacy, the old upliftedness, v/hich
once were an ancestral possei^sion in an old, simple, primitive
way, and nov/, or in that v/ay, are no moi'e ours but ai-e changed
1 .
for us as rainbov/s are changed upon the brows of clouds."
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Before discussing any treatment of Beirdre . it is
essential that the reader understand that the principal
object of Celtic literature is to express the enduring
verities of life with a univeisal appeal. The Celts' litera-
ture is primarily of the spirit.
iYora the early legends one learns much about the
early Celtic civiliza oion, for each one is of Ireland's his-
tory. Deirdre is a story of the Heroic Cycle that depicts
the civilization of the first century. The paper tries to
set forth the different social ccnditions and advanced
philosophic theories found in the later versions of Deirdre .
A Discussion of a Trtinslation of the Legend
The first treatment of Deirdre deals with a transla-
tion found in Douglas Hyde's "Literary History of Ireland."
Briefly, it tells the story of the revenge of the jealous King
Conor who causes the death of the lovers, Deirdre and Haisi.
One of the outstanding characteristics of this
literature is its s ingplici ty , There is no rich adornment or
suggestion of embellishment. The style is definitely clear
and plain; the idea is presented without ambiguity; and the
characters are unmistakably understood. The translation in
Hyde's "Literary History of Ireland" presents a literature
which is a combination of prose and poetry; this has parallel
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Homan ticism predominates this old Celtic literature in
spite of a delicate blending of classicism. The story succeeds
because of its appeal to the emotions. The reason and intellect
of the classical school are governed by the imagination and intu-
ition of the romantic school. Hature is, for her own sake,
loved; this indicates a romantic attitude. The Celts' elemental
convictions are in this story of i)eirdre's life; and we learn
that the heart dominates the head.
borne of the social conditions of Ireland during the
first century are manifested in i)eirdre . The story leads the
reader to believe that this period in Ireland is one of a high
degree of ctaiture. The wide-spread influence of literature and
music and the important position of the bards and ollamhs
strengthens this idea. 'The government seems to be a combination
of aristocracy and monarchy, iling Conor is not a stroig and
independent ruler. iJ’rom this legend it is evident that the
druidical institution is very powerful.
i'rofound melancholy shadows the early Celtic people.
Their conversations, though joyous at times; their desire for
adventure; their admiration for strength and courage are all
tinged with a deep melancholy.
The legend forwards the idea that philosophy is not
separate from literature during the first centuiy. This
philosophy does not dictate; it merely holds up the whole scheme
of life as the author apprehends it. Here, there are four
philosophic ideas found in the old saga:
1. A belief in a Supreme Being.
2. The intervention of Spiritual T'orces.
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3. The idea of eternity and tine - life and death.
4. The heauty and influence of nature - folklore.
The Celts are a religious people. They believe in an
invisible pov/er. There is no mention of supreme Power in this
version of Deirdre’s life, but there is a powerful suggestion of
belief in mysterious beings. These spiritual forces control
life f ro .1 without. Fate and Jestiny are impersonal and absolute.
Throughout this version of -jeirdre there is very little manifesta-
tion of free-v/ill. And in all cases the characters v/ho revolt
against their Destiny are defeated.
The ideas of lij. e and death are the main ideas in the
story. Deirdre's idea of life is pure and simple; wealth and
worldly possessions are not attractive to her. ohe it- concerned
with the passing beauty of things, and she asks only that liie
give her the right to fw-llov/ the instincts of her heart.
The Celts are visibly affeejed by nature. To them,
there is a "magical charm in nat.re." The natural landscape
makes the characters aware oi the beauties and mystery of
nature .
The bard's purpose in writing this legend is to record
historical facts. The author is a story-teller, a philosopher,
and a historian. He aims to give an enduring beauty in a universal
expression.
Maepher son ' s Treatment of "Deirdre"
It is necessary to briefly review the development of Irish
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literature to the seventeenth century before continuing with
Macpherson's treatment, i’rom the seventh to the seventeenth
century Ireland produces a tremendous amount of literature,
the greiit bulfc of which is romance. The bards are supposed
to learn the important stories and oially keep them in circu-
lation. This offers a chance for omissions and change; and
as time passes, many different versions of the same story
come into existence. At the end of the eighteenth century
there is a renewed interest in Celtic literature.
Among the productions in Irish literature during
this century, no book receives so much attention and criticism
as James Macpherson's Qssian
.
in which .Par- thula is included.
The fact that volumes of controversy about the
authenticity of these stories are in circulation is of little
importance hero. It is the content of but one of the stories
that interests me. Jj\ir the rmore
,
my little knowledge of the
Caelic language prevents me from offering anything caistructive
to the controversy.
luiacpherson gives different names to some of his
characters, and he also introduces some new characters and
fails to mention some of the people found in the old version.
One of Macpherson's deviations - the change from Conor to
Cairbar - brings to light that the author confuses the people
in the different cycles of Irish literature, Cairbar belongs
to the second cycle instead of the first.
The work treats only one incident in the lives of
Par- thula and the sons of Usnoth; the author confines the action
VfSjiw o’lolod v^udnoo ^{^^‘^ao^^leT98 ariJ’ OJ ©iJJdti-ieJ-il
ri;r iiaeJflevaa o^J rljntjvee erid . j-nsfis? iioad a'nofcisfiqoBM
,e*iuJ‘i5'i8J’ il ^0 tnjJOia*> t'lJOJbnamaid & 890JJi>orq JbaiiXail -^TifJnay
Jbaeoqque eua eX'ixfld edT ai rioiriv/ ‘io ilixd ©xiX
“(Toiio nl rnori-t q©93i ^Lato bt*i salTOde (^TLaXioqrrl ©rid irijial os
Las ;©3tiiiijcio Xn© aiioianimo lol eoxioi o a eiello exxfT .aoiX^i
•^loJa ofCLBS srix lo 8flo Isaev xansi ,898sx'q etrxX ea
^ilirXfieo rfdnee,ti(3 ie erfJ 'to Jan© erft Sjx .eonodetace ojni J^eraoo
9TSJ;fii‘‘iQSil flsial nl 3no it oi/Xoiq eilJ“ anocLa
msxoiti*i:> JEjne aoitnotta xluiicQ os sevieoea aioocf on ,X'isjUieo eiriJ
.Xetujloni ai ©ItfilJ' - tux, doinw ul . rijiiissO a ' iioBToxfqoiaM 8eaifil»‘'sw
exit tijodii ^jcoevoatnoo lo aeiaulov t Jojel exiT
olJtil 'lo 8i noiixslixyaio Hi ex© eeliota esoxit 'xo
seiiote exit lo eno tJJd lo fxiQtnoo erit ei tl .b*xoxi oocu-^t loqrxl
exit 'io e^Lelvtonat eittil
,
e-iocri ext; ojA .©xn etseaetal t^ixlt
evitouit sro 0 ^uiit;\;xiii saioe iio raoai em sJnevooq o^xuagneo. oi^exiv
eiri io omoQ ot aemon taeaeiiit) s9vl'% nosaeriqyxiii
bxiAs aaet oxrtJBrio woxi exiDa soox/ioatai osla ed iaoe
,
Baetosiifio
.uDiaaov Jbio exit rJt Jbxmoi elqoeq OioJ io ooios noitaem ot elioi
ot loxxoO ocii ega-tlo ©fit - eno itBlveo a 'nos ooxlqoaM io eaO
elqoeq odJ aeeuiaoe lOiisna exit t Xixtr tdalX ot ssaiid - 'lAiOiiiiG
ars^tioled ajBO'aiaO .auxtaaoJil xteial io solo"^ taeieilit) ortt ai
io a evil ©dt ai taeL'i oui ©no '^Xao stsoit iaow exli
aoi-jOij orft asallxioo aoxitas erft ;xtioaaU io saos exit axis alarCt-iau
,oaatj'x9tiX oitieC ni taoiotni Xowonea a aX ©aorit
.•^aaovoitaoe exit ot
.taii'i exi; io Jb^etaxii ©Xo^^o baooea exit ot
to the death of the four major characters
kacpherson's stoiy is written in an impassioned and
grand prose style. It is crowded with majestic and august ex-
pressions, which reflect the influence of the eighteenth century,
fhe author also subdues, refines, and disciplines his characters,
for the men and women of (^ueen anne's day v/ould not tolerate
the primitive manners of the first century.
Par- thula is primarily romantic; in fact, the element
of romanticism in this work is so great that it is said that
it "did more than any single work to bring about the romantic
1 .
movement in iiuropean literature."
Because this is limited to one incident there is less
information given about social conditions than there is in the
earlier treatment. Their conversations, though, indicate a
cultivation and politeness. There is an additional insight
into the government given, for Macpherson tells that King
Gairbar does not inherit the throne. The King is elected by a
council. Their chief occupation in Ireland at that time is
waging wars, and the warrior is admired for his heroism.
Macpherson re-creates the Celtic philosophy with
unusual accurateness. He, too, does not mention a Supreme
Power in his Par- thula
.
but he convinces the reader of a
deep religious feeling on the part of the early Gelt. In fact,
the eighteenth centiiry author offers as true - if not a truer -
Pagan philosophy as the earlier version.
1. Encyclopedia Britannica - 11th Edition, Subject:
James Macpherson
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Destiny is not alluded to, but the limitation of subject
matter probably accounts for this fact. The early Celts in this
treatment are found to v;orship gods,.-, especially the deceased
ancestors. The whole religion is one of mythology overflowing with
idealism.
Death to Dar-thula and bathos is ugly. There is nothing
beyond for them, and their only joy is on this earth. Without
bathos, Dar-thula cannot be happy in this world, so she commits
suicide
.
Macpherson stresses the tremendous power of nature upon
these early Celts. His Dar-thula abounds in figurative allusions
to nature, v/hich seems to bo drenched in a struggling melancholy.
Macpherson wishes to reanimate the lives of Deirdre
and Naoise, but he fails to stress the significance and real
beauty of their lives. Par- thula
,
hov/ever, has much of the
Celtic spirit in it, and it is this spirit that promotes much of
the interest throughout modern Duropo in Celtic literature.
The Celtic Renaissance
From Macpherson ’s Dar-thula the discussion turns to the
movement in Ireland during the past thirty-five years. Irish-
men have been trying to arouse an interest in Ireland's past and
present. Many of the old legends are being retold, for they
hold the romance and spirituality that are the fundamentals of the
national spirit. Deirdre is one of the legends that is retold by
poet, dramatist, and novelist. It is evident that by studying






it will enable us to note the moral and
mental changes in Ireland since the first century. The three re-
creations of Deirdre to he considered are Yeats', dynge's,
and Russell's.
Yeats' Interpretation .
The cast of characters in Yeats' drama is small, there
being but nine. Two of these characters are not found in the
earlier version. Here, too, the King's and the lover's names
are changed to Conchubar and Haisi respectively.
This treatment is unliice the old saga and like
Kacpher son ' s in that it tells only the death of the major
characters. The introduction of different incidents is so
slight tha t it is not worth noting.
Yeats, unlike the unknown author or liacpherson, writes
his story of Deirdre in a poetic drama. V/ritten in a subtle
and dignified blank verse it is poetry before it is drama. The
play is rich in symbolism, but only an Irishman well-schooled
in early Celtic literature can completely understand it.
nevertheless, the symbolism adds beauty and power to the ideal.
The drama differs from the other two treatments, for
Yeats devotes much of his interest to the form and technique.
He shows a deliberate effort to create a technical masterpiece.
The effort he extends on the technique is at the expense of the
idea. Contrary, then, to the other two treatments discussed,
this is more influenced by the classical element. The imagina-
e:iS tv aoJ'ioJ’e eriJ to 3 u^'ioqczl Jsoai eriJ lo t>eiriJ
fcha iii'iOiii 9 aJ eJ’on o<; rx/ eldm^Q lllw Jl ,ooiiti63jtiicie£ oltloi-
-01 eoiil^ 9 i:T .'^10^X100 JoTLil eiiJ’ oorfia ixusieil ai aeSfl^ilo iix»J’G9Qi
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a3ciOui3pzezj o.v/ iodic sdx moil eis'tllJb amaii: oril
.oapllidoeil ;aa oiitl adJ oi^lev 'ifcXni aid Ic donn: soj ovoi alnoY
. do6i qiai earn Xaoiadooif it oi aoio ol Jiollo eJa'iodIXoi) i> erroda jE
odT lo oeaeq^^u edJ Ja ai oapiadooi odd ao aX.ioX^.o ad 3i ollo sdT
,‘083a£>3ir ElaDmiiSOiJ owi lariio odj oj .aenl .^iwiiuoC* .add!
-anii'aml odT .iaata^xo Xaoiou^Io adX ^d loonoallai uzoa al eldJ
tion in his Deirdre is not that of the true romanticist, for it is
curbed by reason and intellect. Deirdre, in Yeats, no longer
intuitively forse-^s the danger in store for her and the sons of
Usnach. She concludes her danger from statements heard. Natur.,
too, is not presented as a real romanticist would present it.
Here, nature is symbolic.
Yeats transforms his chai'acters to conform to modern ideas
of life. Deirdre is no longer the primitive Irish maiden of the
first century; she is now a sentimental heroine. She lacks the
genuineness of the early character.
'ihe material th"^t Yeats offers on the social conditions is
scant. There aie, h wever, anachronisms in his play when he
names the food that the King eats and the money that Deirdre
gives to the musicians. The failure on Yeats' part to mention
the druidical or bardic institutions is a decided v/oakness.
Yeats' philosophy in Deirdre is vague ane obscure. la fact,
he fiids it necessary to explain that he beli ves tliat tlie border
of his mind is over-shifting, that many minds can flow into one
and create a single mind, that the borders of memory aie shifting,
and that memories are a part of one great memory - the memory
of Nature .
If he has such a power to remember the Pagan Celt, his work,
should be rnoie like the old Celtic literature than it is.
Contrary to the early literature he introduces a Supreme Power
as well as many gods. Yeats introduces both the Pagan and the
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He does not lose his own identity in introducing the
ideas of Fate and Destiny. The musicians, comparable to the
Greek chorus, symbolize Destiny; but they arouse no av/e or
wonder v/hen in their presence. Free-will in Yeats subordinates
Destiny; modern reason and intellect eradicate the reverential
fear of Tate, There is but very little reference to spiritual
interventions
.
The most imoortant philosophy in the play pertains to
that of life anci death. Yeats being a mystic, he will, one
supposes, be interested only in the eternal and spiritual
realm. But he forgets his personal viev/s temporarily and
travels back to the first century. Life on earth with Naisi
is beautiful to Deirdi*e. V/ithout him, it is futile and worth-
less. She is aware of the beauty of liie and realizes that
it is an escape from death.
But with this suggestion of the first century philosophy
Yeats returns to the ideas of his own background. Christian
kindness and mercy arc shown in the chai-acteis. Above all, his
own view of immortality prevails throughout the drama.
The Pagan idea of nature is not found i. Yeats’ Deirdre .
Ho longer does nature have the power on the characters that it d
in the early treatment. The scenery is decorative and oes tend
to convey an atmosphere of melancholy; but nature loses her in-
fluence on the characters. They seem impervious to her beauty
and mysterious power, and they apparently are not aware of any
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Yeats' chief reason in writing jeirdre is to create his
dream of the queen in true dramatic speech. There is no doubt
that there is true dramatic speech, but the dream of Deirdre is
confusing and disturbing.
"Deirdre of the borrows"
J. U. Synge's story of Deirdre is a much truer picture
of the old Celtic civilization than Yeats'. At the same time
he expresses a universal truth in crystallized form.
Synge tells the story of Deirdre from the time of her
meeting with Naisi to her death. There are but few different
incidents in this version. Naisi expresses a lear of tiring of
Deirdre; »he is the one who urges Naisi to return to Dmain;
Conchubar welcomes t.iom; and Fergus, in the end, sets fire to
iiiiiain.
Synge's prose drama is a splendid piece of dramtic
composition. Its prose shows dignity, vigor, and virility,
appropriate for the subject. The dialect is sii.ple and col-
loquial, and probably much of it is authentic. Intensity
seems to be the chief literary characteristic. He, himself,
maintains that in drama "rich joy is found only in what is
:l.
superb and wild in reality."
Theie is a delicate and slender line oetween the
romantic and the classical elements in Synge's Deirdre of the
Sorrows
. The incidents move to a st^^ady climax, and attention
is given to each speech. The form is important but so is the
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idea. There is a charm because of its remoteness, its wild-
ness and its extravagance.
The characters aie more like those found in the early
interpretation than in eithor ilacpher son ’ s or Yeats’. Lavarcam
probably h'^s changed more than any other character. In
Deirdre of the Sorrow s she is no longer feared as a v/eird
magician; sho is the fond and sentimental nurse. The conv rsa-
tions of the characters show rudene s, v/hich harmonizes more
with the civilization. The characters are more like the first
century Gelt than Yeat^’ or Macpherson’ s characters.
Unlike that last tv/o treatments, Synge also weaves
into his story many of the social conditions of the time.
The chief chaiacteristic of the Celt of the first century, as
given by Synge, is his love for homo liie. Another interesting
custom that this author introduces is the wedding ceremony,
where Deirdre and Naisi swear by the elements. According to
Synge's interpretation, the Irish a an agricultural people
at this time.
The philosophy here is not divorced from literature,
and it repeats more truthfully the philosophy found in the
early legends. The Christian influence and the backgro-nd in
which Synge lives do not alter the basic ideas of Celtic
Paganism.
There is no mention of a Supreme Being; Subtly
and forcefully Synge sets forth the worship of these early Gelt
for their ancestors. The Celts' religion in Synge’s Deirdre of
the Sorrov;s is polytheistic. In this version there are several
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of tlie old Celtic superstitions introduced; they stress the
belief of these early people in the spirits around the
universe .
Fate and Destiny once moi-e take an important part in
Synge’s drama. Once again the Destiny of the old civilization
voices itself; it is an irresistible and inevitable doom.
In no other treatment is the Celts' belief in the
beauty of this life so forcefully expressed as in Synge's
drama. Here, the Celt understands no joy except the joy of
youth and living. He is constantly mela.icholy, for he knows
that he must lose youth, be'^uty, and happiness. There is no
suggestion in Synge's drama of the beauty of death and of
enduring after death. Although the Pagan here does not an-
ticipate death, neither does he fear it. This is, no doubt,
due to his observation and close afUnity v/ith nature.
Synge, better than any other interpreter mentioned
in this paper, catches the mysterious power and influence of
nature upon the Celt of the first century. Deirdro and Haisi
completely lose themselves in nature; and they revere and
worship it for its own sake. There is a close affinity
tetv/een the Celt and nature; from it Deirdre kno s that earthly
happiness is brief, and frora it she foresees her doom. The
order and plan of nature compels the reverence of the early
Celt.
Synge wishes to create a thing of beauty for aesthetic
contemplation. More than anything he desires to shov/ that the
story of Deirdre 's life has dramatic possibilities. He proves
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that it has in his Jeirdre of the oorrov/s, and more than any
other interpreter, he recalls the Celt of the first century. .
George William Russell’s '*Deirdre. ”
Before reviewing the discussion on "A.B.’s" Deirdre
,
it is interesting to note that the author himself admits that
the play is a forced literary product. Enthusiasts of the
National Literary Movement are directly responsible for its
publication in 1902,
The cast of characters iii this dra:.;a is much the
same as in Yeats' and bynge ' s version. "A.E." however, does
introduce Bruinne and Ilann, Fergus' tv/o sons. Lavarcara is
a druidess here, and Gathvah is a druid.
The action covers ]Jeirdre's life from her meeting v/ith
Naisi to their deaths. The only change of incide :t is in
Lavarcam ' s influence in having Jeirdre return to Eri.
"A.E.'s" drama, written in musical prose is more
decorative than dramatic. There is such elusive ness in the
sheer quality of the v/ords that one loses the depth of the
idea. In his prose is rhythm, harmony, and melody, but the beauty
of Deirdre does not live.
Romanticism dominates this play, although the idea
is greatly interested in technique. To express in words his
ecstatic vision is of more importance to him than the form.
"A.E.'s" imagination and intuition classify this drama under
the romantic school. The love of nature, the joy in adventure.
• : 4i.'
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and the interest in remote Ireland are all in '’A.jjJ.’s" Deirdre ,
and they all are charactei-istic of the romantic.
The characters are less altered in this v/ork than in
the other later ones. j]ven Lavarcara has more of the super-
natural powers that were given her in the old legend. The
significance of the ideas attached to the characters is the
real difference found in them. "A.l." invests the deeds of
the past witn his own ideas. In fact, he states that the
reader is not interested in reading Celtic literature to see
the heroes of ohe past, but he "gains them if he sees them
1 .
in the perpetual present." The characters ai*e paper and
pen people who present for him his own soiritual ideas.
They cannot, therefore, bo of the perpetual present, for
"A.E." is a mystic whose visions are lost ot most people.
On the whole there is less accurate information
on the social conditions in this work ttian in any other
offered in this paper. In fact, he introduces tv/o or three
ideas that are alien to the Celt of the first century. He
does elaborate, however, upon the skilled v/ork in bron;..e
and other metals of the eaily Celt, which according to
records is correct. Again, there is reference to -che weak-
ness of hi:ig Conchubar, and "A.E." infers that io is not a
highly organized society. The family is of paramount
importance .
The philosophy in this drama is the author’s philosophy
which is influenced by his ov/n background. It is imperative
to understand the author's ideas before attempting to study the
1. "A.'h" -- Darrell Figgis, p. 141
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drama. "A.E.", the mystic, completely surrende: s himself to a
divine inf.i-uence, co \ng into communion, he says, with an
Infinite Being, "A.E." is absorbed by this Jivine Being when
he experiences an ecstatic vision. In this author’s .drama the
philosophy of the early Celt is reversed, for the modern v;riter
suggests that the future is golden. Life, here, is unreal and .
artificial; reality lies beyond.
For "A.E." to introduce such ideas of mysticism
upon his characters is an anachronism, for the old manuscripts
state that Christian mystic seem not to have arisen until the
latter part of the third century. Since "A.E.'s’* religion is
primarily Christian, he introduces an anachronism to invest it
v/ith .iiystici S:;'ji.
To be sure, there is a very subtle fusing of Paganism
and Christianity in this Beirdre . But moie than in any other
story of the maiden's life Christianity is evident.
Deirdre refers several times to a Superior Being in
this work. IJo other treatment so definitely introduces the
monotheistic religion. There are, of coarse, several refer-
ences to the gods, which is one v/ay that hussell fuses the
polytheistic and monotheistic religions.
Belf-v;ill supplants the power of Destiny in this v/ork.
The characters constantly revolt agai ist and defy Fate; but
when it conquers them, they calt.ily yield. But the intervention
of other spirits upon the lives of the characters is very pre-
valent throughout the drama. Indeed, "A.E." makes Deirdre a
divine being, living on earth only to promote the cause of the
spirit. Throughout tho story Deirdre ’s being is absorbed by










are alDSorbed ty such a Spirit, they do not so express it in any
other interpretation of Deirdre . There is a delicious delight
in the mysticism, but it is 's” mysticism and not Deirdre 's.
In no other story of the Irish maiden is there the
slightest suggestion that earthly life is not beautiitil. In
this woric the world is unreal, and it offers only tragedy and
unhappiness. Indeed the pain is the source of the only ever-
lasting Joy, vhich is in the world of the spirit. Life in the
world is an illusion, but it is merely a part of the whole.
There are several references to immortality and eternity.
The love in this work is one of spiritual intensity.
It encompasses the Christian doctrine of love. Throu^ love
we escape anl come into communion with God.
"A.E.” invests the power of nature over these early
Celts with mysticism. There is an expressed awareness of the
affinity between natui'e and Deirdre. Mature forebodes here; it
is nature who warns Deirdre of her danger.
Concl usion .
Mo one of these authors tells the complete story of
Deirdre
.
but taken together much is learned about the social
conditions of Ireland during the first century. Throu^ them
all is the spirit of Deirdre.
Her spirit transcends all earthly life. She is beauty
and truth, and her spirit is the spirit of the Celt. As long as
the Celt lives, Deirdre will challenge him to a higher truth and
a more beautiful vision.
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